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1 Introduction
This document provides an overview of the SDP Integration Prototype (SIP), a project to develop a
lightweight prototype of the major components of the SDP Operational System [AD01], with a
particular focus on:
●
●
●

verification, testing and analysis of the high-level SDP architecture,
verification and testing of external (to other SKA components) and internal (to other SDP
components) software interfaces,
providing limited test of horizontal scaling on representative prototype hardware (AlaSKA
Performance Prototype Platform (P3)).

As such, the SIP prototype has endeavoured to reflect, inform and verify the high-level architecture,
especially the main component decomposition, module decomposition, interfaces and overall
behaviour.
The SIP project evolved out of “horizontal prototyping” work to investigate how components of SDP
could be implemented and integrated. This document describes the current SIP work, which at the
time of writing is an ongoing effort to reflect and inform the architecture development process. As
such, this document includes a description of the interpretation of the SDP architecture made by the
SIP team, as well as some of the technology choices and implementations we experimented with.
The SIP work was carried out by a single team, the current members of which are listed as authors of
this report. Additional contributions to the SIP work have come past members of the SIP team (A.
Tamerus and I. Emsley), P. Harding from the New Zealand Alliance group, the P3-AlaSKA team (J.
Taylor, J. Garbutt, S. Telfer, D. Szumski, B. Kunwar, M. Goddard), the SDP architecture team (in
particular V. Allan and P. Wortmann).
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2 References
2.1 Applicable Documents
The following documents are applicable to the extent stated herein. In the event of conflict between
the contents of the applicable documents and this document, the applicable documents shall take
precedence.
[AD01] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000013, SDP Architecture, Rev 07
[AD02] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000052, SDP Risk Register, Rev 09

2.2 Reference Documents
The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the
contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence.
Reference Number
Reference
RD01

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000117 SKA1 SDP Execution Framework Prototyping Report

RD02

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000153 SKA1 SDP DALiuGE Prototyping Report

RD03

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000150 SKA1 SDP Algorithm Reference Library Prototyping
Report

RD04

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000151 SKA1 SDP Performance Prototype Platform (P3-ALaSKA)
Prototyping Report

RD05

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000152 SKA1 SDP Delivery Prototyping Report

RD06

100-000000-002 SKA1 LOW SDP - CSP Interface Control Document, 06

RD07

300-000000-002 SKA1 MID SDP - CSP Interface Control Document, 06

RD08

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000177 SDP Memo 081: Combining Task-Based Parallelism and
Platform Services within a Science Pipeline Prototype

RD09

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000661, Fundamental SKA Software & Firmware Standards

RD10

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000131 SDP Memo 051: Cloud Native solution architecture for
the SDP

RD11

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000163 SDP Memo 052: Apache Kafka for an SDP log based
architecture

RD12

100-000000-029 SKA1 Interface Control Document SDP to TM LOW, 05

RD13

300-000000-029 SKA1 Interface Control Document SDP to TM MID, 05

RD14

000-000000-010, Rev 01, SKA1 CONTROL SYSTEM GUIDELINES

RD15

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000028 SDP Memo 006: Receive and Pre-process Visibility Data

RD16

SSA4700-0000-001 SPEAD: Streaming Protocol for Exchanging Astronomical
Data, Rev 1

RD17

SKA-TEL-SDP-0000127 SDP Memo 046: Experiences with the SPEAD protocol
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3 Motivation and Scope
The SDP is a large, complex, on-line system for which prototyping plays an important role in
mitigating risk, by basing the architecture in a realisable solution. Such a system will consist of
multiple coupled components, for which testing and verifying interface definitions and behaviour is
critical. This is particularly important because an on-line system on the scale of SDP is a relatively
new concept for processing data from radio telescopes. To develop the SDP infrastructure and
platform prototype in a way that supports the SDP operational system, having a representative,
scaled-down version of key components of the SDP is essential for effective co-design.
SIP is not intended to be functionally complete, but significant functionality of the SDP Execution
Control, SDP component interfaces (both external and internally facing) and a number of simple, yet
representative workflows, have been developed and analysed. Some areas of prototyping were
identified to be beyond the scope of SIP, namely: the Delivery sub-system; detailed analysis of
Execution Frameworks; development of the infrastructure and platform prototype; and prototyping
of a processing component library. A number of these areas worked in close collaboration with the
SIP team, but are described in other prototyping reports.
An important motivating factor in SIP prototyping has been investigating how abstract concepts and
descriptions in the SDP architecture could be realised. In doing so we took the opportunity to
explore various new and existing software technology solutions, many of which are entirely new to
the way astronomy software systems have been developed in the past.
In this prototyping effort we have attempted to verify the key components of the SDP architecture
and explore a simple, lightweight implementation of a large part of the SDP system.

3.1 Architectural Impact
Due to its scope, the architectural impact of the SIP is wide reaching. In particular we have worked
on the testing and verification of the architecture concerning:
●
●

●

●

How persistent services in SDP can be implemented as a set of distributed, loosely-coupled
microservices which manage the state of SDP.
Models for scheduling and running Science Pipeline Workflows, including a possible
approach for how workflows can be parameterised in a way which allows them to be
launched and monitored by Execution Control.
Adoption of containerisation. While it is fairly well established that containers are an
excellent choice for the persistent services in SDP, we also have demonstrated that
containers provide a robust solution when it comes to deploying workflows and their
dependencies.
The review and implementation of external interfaces between SDP and CSP, and SDP and
TM. This led to a revision of the visibility receiver specification in the SDP-CSP ICD, and also
led to the SDP adopting a TANGO Façade, a standard approach to abstraction for any
modular architecture.
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●

Interaction between the SDP Operational System and SDP Platform. This not only included
the use of container orchestration but testing the use of standard logging, metrics, and
infrastructure provisioning services.

3.2 Risks Addressed
Risks being addressed in SIP [AD02/Risk register]:
General:
● SDPRISK-389: SDP system too complex
○ Expose was: High, Residual Exposure: Low
● SDPRISK-321: Unique Solutions chosen without consideration of Standardisation/Re-use
○ Expose was: Low, Residual Exposure: Low
● SDPRISK-333: Level 3 ICDs are poorly defined
○ Expose was: High, Residual Exposure: Medium
Execution Control (see Sections 7.4, 7.5, and 7.7):
● SDPRISK-398: Insufficient detail in the SDP platform-middleware interaction
○ Expose was: High, Residual Exposure: Low
● SDPRISK-373: Dynamic Scheduling sub-optimal
○ Expose was: Low, Residual Exposure: Low
● SDPRISK-319: SDP does not meet SKA Availability Requirement
○ Expose was: High, Residual Exposure: Low
● SDPRISK-349: Middleware Software Under-developed
○ Expose was: Medium, Residual Exposure: Medium
Tango Control (see Sections 7.4 and 7.6):
● SDPRISK-395: Uncertainty in interoperation of TM and SDP scheduling
○ Expose was: High, Residual Exposure: Low
● SDPRISK-335: Incomplete interface description to LMC
○ Expose was: Medium, Residual Exposure: Medium
Workflows (see Section 7.8):
● SDPRISK-339: Data loss in Receive components
○ Expose was: Medium, Residual Exposure: Medium
● SDPRISK-316: Key parts of visibility data (received from CSP) is lost
○ Expose was: Medium, Residual Exposure: Medium
● SDPRISK-336: Receive Pipeline real-time Performance is Unachievable
○ Expose was: Medium, Residual Exposure: Medium
● SDPRISK-406: Requirements for QA Metrics and their control poorly defined at system level.
○ Expose was: Medium, Residual Exposure: Medium
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4 Important Results
4.1 Main achievements
●
●

●

As described in Section 7, we have verified and implemented several key parts of the SDP
architecture, particularly those related to external interfaces and execution control.
We developed a number of workflows, described in Section 7.8, which were used to
investigate how workflows could be run and how they might interface with the rest of the
system.
We successfully make use of containers to deploy both persistent control and service
components as well as science pipeline workflows.

4.2 Difficulties
●
●
●
●
●
●

Trying to develop a (complete) system prototype from an evolving architecture.
Scope of SIP too wide - better or easier to be a bit more focused when it comes to
prototyping.
Interpretation of the architecture and ICDs due to a lack of detail.
Consistency between architecture documents and the ICD / control system guidelines.
Lack of expertise for writing this type of software.
Aligning with SDP sprints was difficult.

5 Lessons Learned
5.1 Architectural considerations
●
●
●

●
●
●

All packages and components should have well defined roles and interfaces.
Each individual component should be as simple and self contained as possible.
Services should be loosely coupled, communicate asynchronously, and, where possible, be
stateless, only storing temporary or derived state information in their process memory. If a
Service instance is destroyed (by a shutdown or failure), or needs to be replicated (for
failover tolerance, load balancing, rolling updates etc.), the risk of breaking this rule is that
Service instances become single critical points of failure in the system.
Containers make code easy to share, deploy and test.
Running containerised workflows is relatively straightforward and very much worth the
learning curve & investment.
A good knowledge of the architectural context is required even when developing individual
components.

5.2 Coding / community considerations
●
●
●
●

Keep interface documentation up to date.
Enforce code style and consistency.
Code reviews and CI/CD are a good thing (use of static analysis / linters make code reviews
easier).
Multiple repositories (one per service, library, or workflow) are easier to maintain.
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●

During the development of the SDP architecture, other prototyping effort was focused on
infrastructure and platform development and synergy between this and the SIP software has
been invaluable.

6 Suggestions & recommendations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Have a good baseline of the architecture before doing too much development.
Look for COTS/FOSS solutions before building a custom one.
Keep components loosely coupled for ease of testing and development.
Use asynchronous communication between components where possible.
Use containers.
Enforce code style and consistency.
Keep interface documentation up to date.
Use code reviews and CI/CD.
Use multiple repositories: one per service or library.

7 Design and Implementation of SIP
During the development of SIP, a lot of effort was made to review and analyse the SDP architecture
to consider how it could be implemented. This was carried out in close collaboration with the SDP
architecture team, so that prototype code could be developed alongside the evolution of the SDP
architecture and also provide input, where needed, to the design process.
While staying as consistent as possible with the SDP architecture, the SIP team investigated and
experimented with various interpretations and implementations realising key components of the
SDP. The following sections in this document introduce the approach taken in this, from the
perspective of the modules, packages and components included in the prototype, as well as their
behaviour.
Because SIP covers a large number of coupled concepts, most of the following sections reference
material from the SDP architecture, and ideally the architecture documents should be read first. In
Section 7.1, we start by introducing the structure of the SIP code in terms of the Python packages
and modules making up the prototype. In Section 7.2 we show a high-level view of the main
components of the SDP system prototyped in SIP. In Section 7.3, we summarise the approach taken
in the deployment of SIP, and in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 we describe how we envisage SDP to be started
and how it will control and schedule workflows. Sections 7.6 to 7.8 then describe the design and
implementation of each of the top-level structures in the SDP architecture investigated by the SIP
team in more detail.
While this document focuses mainly on areas investigated in SIP, it also touches upon how the
components we prototyped may interface with the rest of the SDP system. This is included to give
context and potentially identify areas which warrant additional prototyping effort in bridging or
leading up to the development of the SDP production system.
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7.1 Top-level Packages & Modules

Figure 1: Package diagram showing the SIP interpretation of top-level SDP packages / modules
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The SIP prototype code1 is organised according to the packages shown in Figure 1. This structure is
based heavily on the top-level modules or packages described in the SDP System-level Module
Decomposition and Dependency View [AD01] which group together code based on function, and
dependencies. Usage dependencies shown in the diagram indicate a directed dependency
relationship in the form of provided libraries or dependencies in the interfaces of components
defined in the package.
Figure 1 highlights packages by colours which give an indication of how much consideration and time
we placed on them during the SIP development. Packages shown in white were investigated and
prototyped thoroughly, packages coloured in orange were partially investigated and prototyped, and
packages in red were considered and discussed but did not result in any prototype code. The
decision on what areas to focus on was largely driven by assessment of risk at the time of planning
the prototype, and value in supporting the architectural work. Some packages were also deemed out
of scope for SIP as they were being prototyped by other teams within SDP: these packages are
loosely coupled with the rest of the architecture so pose a relatively low risk in developing an
integrated system. For example, Execution Frameworks, Processing Functions, the SDP Platform and
use of shared services, and the science data product Delivery sub-system, all have their own
prototyping teams within SDP and are described in other SDP memos [RD01, RD02, RD03, RD04,
RD05].
Although there are some differences between this package structure and SDP System-level Module
decomposition [AD01] (and where differences exist they are addressed in detail in the sections
below), we have not identified any major problems with the SDP architecture module decomposition
as a result of prototyping: Differences, where they exist, are largely due to the joint evolution of the
SDP code and the architecture, rather than being a fundamental difference.
As shown in Figure 1, in SIP we spent most effort investigating three packages: TANGO Control,
Execution Control and Science Pipeline Workflows. These were chosen as they are critical to the
control and monitoring of SDP as well as performing its main function, executing processing
workflows.
The TANGO Control package groups together modules which realise a number of TANGO Devices
and Device servers, which provide an external control and monitoring interface to SDP. In addition to
TANGO devices we also found it convenient to prototype a number of the TANGO interfaces using a
RESTful web services API using Flask2. A description of what was investigated and prototyped for SIP
for this module is described in Section 7.6.
The Execution Control package is composed of modules responsible for the internal control and
monitoring of SDP, including scheduling and running of processing workflows. Modules developed in
SIP to investigate this package are described in Section 7.7. As shown in Figure 1, this module is used
by TANGO Control. In the SIP code this “use” relationship is fulfilled by the use of the Execution
Control Configuration Database library, which provides the mechanism used by TANGO Control
services for communication between these two subsystems.

1
2

https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/integration-prototype
http://flask.pocoo.org/
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The Science Pipeline Workflows modules consist of high-level code and scripts which define how
SDP processes Processing Block data. A number of these, described in Section 7.8, were developed
as part of SIP. In the context of SIP, the primary purpose of developing workflows was to provide a
number of representative modules which could be used to investigate: how workflows should be
controlled, monitored and run; how they should interface with other SDP services; and, for the case
of the pipelines that process data from other systems (principally CSP) in real-time, how their
interfaces are implemented. It is important to note that while the usage dependencies shown in
Figure 1 for this package differ from the SDP architecture, the additional dependencies only exist to
solve a practical prototyping reality and we would not recommend that they be introduced for the
production system. When writing our workflows the time investment needed to develop a set of
interfaces and component wrappers as part of Execution Frameworks and Workflow Libraries was
not justified.
Workflow Libraries, described in [AD01, System-level Module Decomposition and Dependency view]
as modules providing a set of functions for interfacing workflows with other SDP capabilities, were
not prototyped in SIP. Despite this, we recognise the clear value in a set of common utility functions
and interface libraries, which can be used to develop workflows with ease and consistency of
approach. When developing SIP workflows, the detailed decomposition of this module was
uncertain. While this is no longer the case, without analysis driven by a broad set of use cases, we
believe the detailed decomposition of this module is still likely to evolve. In SIP we spent a small
amount of time analysing our workflows to determine if there was some prototyping that could be
done for this module. In doing so however, we determined that workflow libraries pose a low
implementation risk, and prioritised prototyping of other modules.
The Processing Functions and Data Model packages group a set of libraries providing the lowest
level building block of workflows. In SIP, we relied almost entirely upon the SDP Algorithm Reference
Library [RD03] and other standard astronomy packages, such as casacore. While there were a few
cases when prototyping SIP workflows where we developed functions that would naturally belong to
this module, these were not separated into a separate package as this would not have led to any
beneficial code reuse. We note however that for a production SDP system a well designed
processing function library is critical to providing a basis for writing high performance and reliable
workflow code. Despite not having this module in SIP, we felt justified in our approach to this
module as we could not identify any interface risk associated that was not already being addressed
in the EF prototyping effort [RD01].
Execution Frameworks are a set of library APIs and associated runtime components providing a
framework to develop workflows. Execution Framework APIs are either used by workflows directly
or through a set of utility wrappers belonging to the Workflow Libraries package. While Execution
Frameworks, as defined in the SDP architecture, can be either COTS/FOSS or custom packages (e.g.
DALiuGE [RD02]), in SIP we have used entirely COTS/FOSS APIs and therefore do not have this
package in our codebase. Execution Frameworks and their interfaces to Processing Functions forms a
very important part of the SDP system: as a result, detailed analysis of this package was done by the
EF prototyping group and is described in the EF prototyping report [RD01]. While we did not develop
code for Execution Frameworks in SIP, when writing workflows we have experimented with Dask,
Spark, MPI and the native use of Docker Containers run using a Container Orchestration framework.
We spent quite a lot of time experimenting with how the runtime components of workflows realising
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SDP Execution Engines should be deployed and managed by Execution Control. The outcome of this
process led to the description of workflow scheduling described in Section 7.5.
SDP Services groups modules providing SDP specific (non-COTS/FOSS) backing services and
associated function libraries used for control and monitoring as well as for implementing workflow
libraries. Examples of SDP service packages could be model database client APIs, data queue client
APIs, buffer management services, and data product delivery services. These would provide writers
of workflow libraries and Execution Control modules access to core backing services that support
Processing workflow execution. It is also envisaged that TANGO Control Packages providing
externally facing data services such as the Telescope State service would need to access some of the
SDP service APIs or endpoints. SDP services themselves are expected to make use of platform service
modules which provide databases, data queues, and infrastructure provisioning (e.g. for storage and
processing buffer management). In SIP, however, we did not prototype any code in this package.
This decision was made by acknowledging that, at the time of prototyping, there was insufficient
detail in the high-level architecture to make much progress, the perceived interface risk of SDP
services was fairly low, and delivery modules were being prototyped by another team (described in
[RD05]).
In hindsight, we feel that not prototyping the buffer manager service within SIP could lead to
substantial unexplored issues, but given the lack of detail in the architecture this did not become
apparent to us in SIP until too late in the prototyping work to dedicate much time towards it.
Platform and Infrastructure packages represent a set of predominantly COTS/FOSS libraries and
services providing databases, queues, logging and metrics, container orchestration, and
infrastructure services. The detailed decomposition of this package is described in the architecture
[AD01]. In SIP we did not develop any code in this module as it is expected to be almost entirely
composed of COTS/FOSS libraries and services. Despite this, we spent considerable time and effort
investigating and experimenting with interfaces between the platform and SDP operational system.
While a lot of this effort was focused on the use of Container Orchestration, we also experimented
with logging, monitoring, metrics and alarms services. While eventually settling on the use of Docker
Swarm, which provides a simple solution for Container Orchestration, we also spent considerable
effort reviewing the Apache Mesos3 and the associated Marathon framework4 for this. We are not
advocating Docker Swarm for the production system, but nor do we rule it out. In our investigation
of platform interfaces we worked very closely with the team developing the SDP Performance
Prototype Platform (P3) [RD04], helping to define requirements on the platform while testing and
developing our SIP code alongside the parallel development and evolution of the SDP platform
architecture and the P3 prototype system.
Finally, in order to test various interfaces, a number of Emulators and Simulators were developed. In
SIP, this package groups modules developed to exercise interfaces to the SDP. This consisted of two
CSP data senders; a visibility data emulator (described in Section 7.8.4) and PSS data emulator used
for testing receive and ingest workflows, as well as TANGO client scripts used as simple utility
functions to interface with SDP TANGO Control prototypes.

3
4

http://mesos.apache.org/
https://mesosphere.github.io/marathon/
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7.2 Top-level Components
While the SIP software is structured based on the SDP module decomposition, the SDP Operational
System Component and Connector view [AD01] and Platform Services Component and Connector
view [AD01] provide another useful structural description of the system. As such, Figure 2 shows a
high-level component breakdown of the SDP based on the interpretation of the architecture taken
by SIP. Like the module decomposition described in Section 7.1, this aims to be as close as possible
to the SDP high-level component view [AD01], as the prototyping and architecture have evolved
together.

Figure 2: Component diagram showing the SIP interpretation of SDP system-level components
In Figure 2, the SDP Operational system is decomposed into a number of top-level system
components. These components are summarised below, however for more detail please refer to
Sections 7.6 to 7.8 which describe their decomposition and prototyping within SIP. As in Figure 1, we
highlight components by colour based on how much consideration we gave them during
prototyping.
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The TANGO Control component shown in Figure 2 consists of a number of SDP edge services, in the
form of TANGO Devices5. These provide a set of standardised SKA element interfaces for control and
monitoring of the SDP, primarily by the SKA Telescope Manager6. In SIP, like in the SDP architecture,
the TANGO Control component does not perform any scheduling and monitoring itself. Instead, it
acts as a façade to the Execution Control components which perform this role. TANGO control
components also provide an interface to a limited set of SDP data products to other SKA elements,
such as real-time calibration solutions, and therefore have an interface with Data Queues. Despite
being hindered by a relatively immature interface definition, because of its importance in the way
SDP is controlled, we spent quite a lot of time prototyping this component. This is described in
Section 7.6.
The Execution Control component is responsible for the control and monitoring of the SDP. To do
this, it obtains configuration data and commands via the interfaces with the TANGO Control
component and exercises various Platform Service interfaces. In particular, Platform Services
provide the Execution Control with software defined infrastructure provisioning and container
orchestration, used for running SDP processing tasks, as well as metrics and logging services used to
monitor the health of the system. Execution Control also accesses data queues for the purposes of
monitoring and generating alerts and alarms. As the Execution Control is critical to the SDP system,
we spent a large amount of time prototyping it in SIP. Particular attention was placed on how we
might implement a set of stateless, resilient and loosely coupled services which can execute SDP
workflows. While considering this component, some of the ideas investigated in SIP are highlighted
in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, and a decomposition of the Execution Control implementation within SIP can
be found in Section 7.7.
The main activity of SDP, processing raw data into science data products, is performed by the
Receive and Real-time Processing and Offline Processing components. These consist of Processing
Block workflows, described in Section 7.5, deployed as a set of Execution Engine components.
Real-time processing has a number of external interfaces, providing it with raw data from other SKA
elements. Visibility data is received from CSP (and LFAA) in the form of UDP streams using the SPEAD
7
protocol, and Pulsar Search and Fast Transient data is received using FTP [RD06, RD07]. Both of
these interfaces were prototyped in SIP, with particular attention paid to the visibility interface due
to its high risk and demand on the system, and Section 3 describes some tests of this interface using
the SDP Performance Prototype Platform (P3). Real-time processing is also expected to receive (fast)
telescope state information from the TANGO interface of other SKA elements; however, this aspect
was not investigated in SIP as at the time of prototyping it was poorly defined.
Figure 2 also shows several interfaces to realtime and offline processing, with SDP backing services
providing Data Queues, a high performance Buffer, Model Databases, and data product Delivery. As
indicated by the colouring in Figure 2, while we prototyped a number of realtime and offline
processing components, we found it difficult to prototype these backing services as detailed
requirements were not available. We also note that delivery was prototyped by another SDP team so
this was not considered by SIP. Despite this, by developing prototypes of the processing
components, we did manage to perform a limited review of the requirements placed on these
https://tango-controls.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview/overview.html
https://www.skatelescope.org/tm
7
https://github.com/ska-sa/spead2
5
6
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services and as a result believe they pose a fairly low risk to implementing the system. Some
prototyping effort in SIP was put into Data Queues, using Apache Kafka8. This was done primarily as a
backing service for generating Quality Assessment data from workflows. The approach taken for this
is described in more detail in [RD08], which is a memo dedicated to one of the offline processing
workflows developed by the SIP team.

7.3 Approach to developing SIP code
SIP code is written in Python 3.x, as it allows quick prototyping, has a huge ecosystem of software
libraries, and is consistent with SKA software guidelines [RD09]. Prototype code was developed to
align with SDP sprints, and tickets were assigned and managed using SDP JIRA, with retrospectives
and planning also on the cadence of the SDP sprints. Code was developed using a standard GitFlow9
approach: Pull requests from feature branches had to pass unit tests; linter checks were run
automatically on our continuous integration (CI) system; and code was reviewed by at least one
other member of the SIP team prior to merging it into the master branch. For CI we initially used
Jenkins10, but we later moved to TravisCI11 as we lost the member of the team supporting our Jenkins
installation. We also experimented with continuous deployment (CD) to Dockerhub12 as well as a
private Docker registry hosted on the SDP Performance Prototype platform (P3). While these
approaches worked well, many aspects were fairly new to most of the SIP team, and the task of
managing and maintaining the CI/CD system should not be underestimated.
As described in Section 7.1 and 7.2, the SDP operational system is decomposed into a number of
modules and components with a well-defined role and interface. This is an extremely valuable
quality of the system when it comes to developing code. This modular nature of the architecture
allowed us to test components separately before considering them as part of an integrated system, a
very useful property for developing code as a distributed team.
This was also greatly aided by our choice of Docker13 containers for developing both service
components and processing workflows. The use of containers (and Docker in particular) is rapidly
becoming the standard way that large systems are developed. This is especially true for systems
running on cloud infrastructure, and which value high availability, resilience, scalability, and ease of
rapid modification. However, the use of containers for high performance (bare-metal) data
processing, traditionally run on HPC systems, is less well established.
Containers, and Container Orchestration, provide a near perfect match for the set of persistent
control and support services: these can be written as a set of microservice applications with backing
services, following a development methodology such as that of the widely publicised Twelve-Factor
App14. Our experiences in SIP support this view, while the learning curve for developing
containerised processing workflow applications, as expected, has been notably harder. Despite this,
we would still argue the effort and lessons learnt have been worthwhile, and would certainly
https://kafka.apache.org/
https://guides.github.com/introduction/flow/
10
https://jenkins.io/
11
https://travis-ci.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/integration-prototype
12
https://hub.docker.com/r/skasip/
13
https://www.docker.com/
14
https://12factor.net/
8
9
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advocate this approach for future SDP development: The devops15 approach to code development
that containers provide, and an increasing trend towards Cloud Native16 applications, as described in
SDP Memo 051 [RD10], make this both a compelling approach for prototypes as well as the
production SDP system.
To ensure all of our services could be developed and tested separately, we also carefully considered
how services should communicate. In addition to having well defined roles and interfaces, we found
it best for services to communicate asynchronously, be loosely coupled and, where possible, avoid
storing any non-volatile state. If these conditions are met, services are far less prone to failures and
deadlocks due to communication issues, and can be replaced and upgraded with relative ease, even
in a running system.
In SIP, this was made possible by handling most communication through the Execution Control
Configuration database, which in SIP behaves both as a domain data store as well as an event queue.
While this was a pragmatic approach taken for prototyping, we recognise that in a production
system it would likely be better to separate each of these roles using technologies optimised for
each. The use of event queues, commonly also referred to as Event Sourcing17 and associated with a
pattern called CQRS18, has allowed our prototype services to communicate and coordinate with ease.
Having a log of events is also a valuable property when it comes to reasoning about the state of an
application, and for investigation and recovery from failures. A generalised form of this, described as
a log based architecture, is proposed in SDP memo 052 [RD11], and our experiences in SIP very much
support this approach.
Finally, when developing code as a distributed team, effective communication is a particularly
important factor. We made good use of a variety of tools for this including JIRA, GitHub, Slack19,
email, and weekly telecons. While we found this to be sufficient for the scope of the prototyping
effort, effective communication will be even more important for teams developing the production
SDP system.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DevOps
https://www.cncf.io/
17
https://martinfowler.com/eaaDev/EventSourcing.html
18
https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CQRS.html
19
https://slack.com/
15
16
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7.4 Startup and control of the state of SDP
7.4.1 Introduction
During the development of the SDP architecture and the SIP prototyping, the model for starting and
subsequent control of the state of the SDP system has been an area of much discussion and debate.
The way that SDP should be started and controlled depends very much on the level and granularity
of control SDP provides to TM, the set of services needed to describe the SDP as being “online”, and
what “low-power” operational modes SDP must support. Since neither the TM ICDs [RD12, RD13]
nor the SDP architecture address these points to the level of detail required for implementation (and
we expect the answers will naturally evolve as we move closer to developing a production system, as
captured by the general risk SDPRISK-333: "Level 3 ICDs are poorly defined"), in SIP we have taken
a pragmatic approach, described in this section.
In order for the SDP system to be considered online, and supporting a full set of functions, two
conditions must be met: the infrastructure and platform services supporting the SDP system must be
available; and a set of persistent components providing the external TANGO interface services,
internal control and monitoring services, and services to support running science processing
workflows and data product delivery must be started and available.
As described in Section 7.3, in SIP we assume that all components can be deployed and run using
containers. In addition to this, we assume containers are run using a container orchestration engine.
This provides a set of rules, known as replication control, which operate in conjunction with
container health monitoring to maintain the specified number of instances of each service. In some
cases, such as with the Kubernetes horizontal pod autoscaler20, these rules can even be extended to
automatically scale out services based on demand. For SIP however, we were not able to test
auto-scaling as this feature is not available in Docker Swarm, the container orchestration engine
which we used for SIP.
According to this model of running services, in SIP we have therefore assumed that SDP is started by
an operator issuing a startup command or running a startup script that makes use of the SDP
platform. (Central to this is container orchestration, which starts all persistent services.) This is
consistent with the description and interfaces specified in the SDP Platform Services Component and
Connector View [AD01]. In SIP we use Docker Compose files for this, which are interpreted by the
Docker Swarm CLI and/or API to specify (in YAML) a replicated set of persistent services, along with
their runtime configuration. While the use of Docker Compose files has worked well for SIP, several
other COTS/FOSS solutions exist which fulfil this role if not using Docker Swarm. In SIP, we have also
explored the use of Ansible21 with provides a very general solution, but also note that if using
Kubernetes as a container orchestrator, Helm22 would be the natural choice to specify and manage
persistent services as a Kubernetes application.
Once started, SDP will report the state of the system, as well as individual sub-components, using
attributes belonging to various TANGO Control Devices. It will also expose a limited set of commands
20

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/run-application/horizontal-pod-autoscale/
https://www.ansible.com/
22
https://helm.sh/
21
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on the SDP Master device for controlling the state of SDP. Once online and available, it will be able to
receive and act upon scheduling requests from TM for running workflows. This is described in
Section 7.5.

7.4.2 States of SDP
The SDP-TM ICDs [RD12, RD13] and SDP Control System Guidelines [RD14] require that the state of
SDP and its sub-components are reported to TM via specific attributes, namely the TANGO Device
state, health state and admin mode. We had some difficulty mapping the TANGO state information
onto SDP states. There are two reasons for this: 1) The TANGO state model is designed primarily for
systems that control hardware, and it is not clear how some of the concepts apply to a system that is
just software; 2) We lacked information on how TM expects to monitor and control SDP, and
therefore what TM thinks the TANGO states mean in the context of SDP. As at the time of the
prototyping work this was not clearly specified, for SIP we took a simpler approach where the overall
state of the SDP system, and the state of each subcomponent, is tracked by a set of state variables.
The data model for this is shown in Section 7.4.4. In addition to this, to support commands which
alter the state of the system, each state-tracking variable is associated with a target state, which is
stored alongside it in the Execution Control Configuration Database. When one of these state
variables changes, we also issue pub/sub events stored as an event queue or log; in SIP, this is also
stored within the Configuration Database.
The primary state that can be reported by the SDP Master device is derived from the set of
predefined TANGO states inherited by all TANGO Devices. It is for this reason that SKA specifies
additional state variables, such as health state and admin mode. In SIP however, as we only tracked
one state variable we interpreted the SDP primary states as shown in Figure 3 and as described
below:
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

INIT: Reported when the SDP Master TANGO Device is available, but when one or more of
the persistent SDP services are still starting up. During this state the SDP will not accept
scheduling commands.
ON: Reported when the SDP is fully operational and will accept configure commands,
which schedule processing on the SDP system.
DISABLE: Reported when the SDP is in a drain state with respect to processing. In this state,
the SDP will allow any running Processing Block workflows to complete, but not accept new
scheduling commands or start any new Processing Blocks.
STANDBY: Reported when SDP is not accepting any new scheduling commands or running
any Processing Block workflows.
ALARM. Reported when the SDP is still operational but an alarm condition has been
triggered.
FAULT: Reported when SDP detects an unrecoverable error.
OFF: Reported when only the SDP Master TANGO device, Configuration Database, and SDP
Master Controller is running. The rest23 of SDP is powered off.
UNKNOWN: Reported when the state can not be obtained.

23

Exactly what SDP components constitutes the “rest” of SDP here is a point of debate, as we envisage it may
be possible and useful to run a minimal set of persistent services in this mode within the requirements of low
power mode.
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In addition to these reported states, the SDP Master TANGO Control Device provides a number of
commands which can alter the state of the system by setting a target (or commanded) state which
the system will respond to. These are as follows:
●
●

●

●

on(): Informs the Processing Controller that it can start scheduling Processing Blocks for
execution.
disable(): Informs SDP services to stop accepting new Scheduling Block configure
commands. Processing Block workflows that are running are left running, but no new
Processing Blocks are started. SDP will enter the DISABLE state and remain there until
commanded otherwise or until all processing blocks have finished, upon which it enters
STANDBY.
standby(): SDP will stop running any Processing. To get into the STANDBY state all
running Processing Block workflows will be aborted. In normal operation we expect disable
should not be triggered without first going into STANDBY.
off(): Updates the target state of the SDP to OFF. This informs the the SDP to terminate all
services other than the TANGO Master Device, Configuration Database, and Execution
Control Master Controller. Once in the OFF state, the SDP will have to be (re)started by
intervention of an operator using a platform services interface, as described in Section 7.4.1
and in Figure 5.

Figure 3: SIP state machine describing SDP states

In addition to the state of the SDP system, as shown in the data model described by Figure 11, each
service in SDP has a pair of state variables: a target state, and a commanded state. These states are
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internal to SDP and not directly commanded by a TANGO Control Device. Instead, service states are
managed by the Execution Control Master Controller which uses them to manage and track the state
of individual SDP service components, which in turn it uses for tracking and managing the overall
state of SDP.

Figure 4: Example state machine for services
In SIP, while the mechanism for this state model has been implemented using the Execution Control
Configuration Database to communicate between a TANGO Control SDP Master edge device and an
Execution Control Master Controller, currently most of the functions described here which manage
the state of SDP are left as placeholders with well defined functions. For example, while we
prototyped a mechanism for tracking the current and target state of individual SDP services, we did
not investigate how the state of individual services should affect the overall state of SDP. We note
however that a good description of the dependencies between SDP services is shown in figure 2 of
the Operational System C&C view [AD01], and this could easily form the basis of assessment of the
overall SDP state based on individual service states. In earlier versions of SIP, we experimented with
a Master Controller starting and stopping SDP services using the Python Docker Swarm API. In the
current version of the SIP code, which has been through several iterations, this function is not yet
implemented and the Master Controller simply emulates the state transition functions in a
placeholder function.
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7.4.3 Behaviour
SDP Startup
As described in Section 7.4.1, in SIP we have assumed that SDP is started when an operator logs into
an interface provided by the SDP platform and runs a startup command or script which starts all of
the persistent SDP services using the Container Orchestration Service. This is consistent with the
description in the SDP architecture Platform C&C view as well as the Execution Control C&C view
[AD01]. While we expect the order in which services are started to be unimportant for reaching the
steady state of SDP becoming online, if a specific startup order is needed we note that most
Container Orchestration application deployment scripts support this feature.
Once all Services have started and report as healthy using the container orchestration health check
mechanism, SDP is deemed to have started and will respond to queries and commands on the
TANGO Control interface.
In SIP, the startup command consisted of a Docker Compose script, which is a YAML file describing
the set of persistent services needed to test the system. This is used by logging into a system with
Docker Swarm installed, and issuing the command:
$> docker stack deploy -c docker-compose.yml [sip_sdp]
where [sip_sdp] is the name of the deployment, a reference to the set of services defined in the
docker-compose.yml file.

Figure 5: Sequence diagram showing SIP interpretation of SDP startup
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SDP State request
Once SDP has started it can respond to requests on its TANGO Control interface to obtain the state.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Sequence diagram showing SIP interpretation for reporting the state of SDP
Disable and standby commands
As described in Section 7.4.2, when TM issues a disable() or standby() command this affects
the state of SDP processing being run on the system. This is shown Figure 7, below. When TM issues
a disable or standby command to the SDP TANGO Master Device, this will update the target state of
SDP to disabled or standby respectively. When a thread in the Processing Controller that monitors
for changes in the target state detects either one of these state change events, it responds by
stopping itself from scheduling new Processing Blocks; in addition, if the event is a standby event, all
running processing blocks are terminated by executing the Processing Block cleanup function. This is
the same function defined for Processing Block cleanup when aborting workflows, described in
Section 7.5.5. Once these actions have been acted on, the Processing Controller publishes an event
notifying that it has responded to this state change request.
In parallel to this activity, the Execution Control Master Controller is monitoring for changes in SDP
service states in order to update the current state of SDP. In doing so it is notified of the updated
state of the Processing Controller service to the disabled or standby state and updates the overall
state of SDP to disabled or standby accordingly. We note that while in this relatively simple example,
the Processing Controller could be implemented to update the overall state of SDP directly,
abstracting this role to the Master Controller allows for more complex behaviour such as the Master
Controller checking that more than one SDP service has reached the desired state before updating
the overall state of the SDP.
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Figure 7: Sequence diagram showing SIP interpretation of the disable and standby commands issued
by TM to alter the state of SDP.
Service alarm and fault detection
Figure 8, below, describes one of the routes by which persistent services can have their current state
set to an alarm or fault state. As shown in this diagram, the container orchestration service is
monitoring the health of containers under its control. In Docker Swarm, which is used for the SIP
code, the health-check24 function provides a user specified instruction, run on a specified cadence, to
determine if the application running inside the container is healthy: other container orchestrators
such as Kubernetes also support similar features25. This feature is then configured to produce
container health metrics in the platform metrics, monitoring and logging service.
The Execution Control Master Controller subscribes to the Platform Services metrics, monitoring and
logging service, and is therefore notified of changes in the health state of SDP service containers.
Using this information it is able to update the current state of service containers according to the
SDP Service state machine. This will update the service state to ALARM if the service has failed and is
being restarted, ON once the service has restarted successfully and reports as being healthy, or
24

25

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/#healthcheck
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/k8s201/#health-checking
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FAULT if the service has been restarted multiple times and still remains in an unhealthy state and
recovery by operator intervention is therefore required.

Figure 8: Sequence diagram showing SIP interpretation for how a service failure can trigger an
ALARM or a FAULT state
Service recovery from failure
As described in Section 7.4.1, a feature common to container orchestration engines (such as Docker
Swarm used for SIP) is health monitoring and replication control. If the number of instances of each
service that should be maintained, and the rules which determine if a container is healthy are both
specified, the container orchestration service will automatically restart containers that have entered
an unhealthy state. In Docker Swarm the container health state is determined by a user specified
health-check instruction, run on a user specified cadence either in the Dockerfile used to build the
container image, or in the Docker Compose script used to start the containers.
In order to make full use of this feature, when a service is (re)started, its initialisation routine needs
to query the Configuration Database to recover its last known state from information in the
Configuration Database. The details of what this recovery will require clearly depends on the service
in question. Despite this, if implemented with sufficient care, this mechanism can be used to
successfully recover services from failure when they restart. This is made easier by ensuring that all
services are loosely coupled and communicate asynchronously, as prototyped in SIP.
In this model, services: do not store any non-volatile state; start by initialising themselves from
existing information held in the Configuration Database and event queues; and communicate
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asynchronously. Because of this it is possible to terminate and restart a service with little to no
impact on the rest of the system. We also note that this mechanism can be extended to provide the
facility to replace and update services without having to bring down the entire SDP as long as their
data model used for recovery remains backwards compatible.

Figure 9: Sequence diagram showing (auto-)recovery by the Container Orchestration restarting
unhealthy services.
Off command
When TM issues an off() command to the SDP TANGO Master device, as down in Figure 10,
below, this sets the target state in the Configuration Database to OFF. The Execution Control Master
Controller, which subscribes to state change events, is notified of the change of target state and
when the target state is set to OFF, it will act on this by shutting down all SDP services other than
itself, the Configuration Database and the TANGO Master. While not fully explored in SIP, as the off
command is intended to be issued either after the system is in STANDBY or for emergency shutdown
of SDP, we would not envisage shutdown of services to be particularly graceful. Despite that, we
note that it could be possible for the Master Controller to first notify services of imminent shutdown,
by setting their target service state variables, which could allow services some amount of time to
shutdown gracefully before hitting a timeout and terminating service containers.
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Figure 10: Sequence diagram describing the off command issued by TM.

7.4.4 SDP State Execution Control data model
Figure 11 shows the data model used by the SIP TANGO Master and Execution Control Master
Controller for monitoring and controlling the state of SDP. In this model, described in Section 7.4.2,
the state of SDP and each SDP service component is tracked by a pair of state variables; the current
state and target state. Each state change is also recorded in an event log which can be used to either
publish or subscribe to changes in the state of the SDP or its service components. Based on these
events, the state variables in the database are updated along with a timestamp which tracks the last
time the state variable in question was updated.
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Figure 11: Data model diagram showing how SIP execution control components control and monitor
the state of SDP.
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7.5 The SIP interpretation of scheduling and running SDP workflows
7.5.1 Introduction
Since running a set of workflows is arguably the key role of the SDP, a lot of time was spent in SIP
considering how this could be implemented. The SDP architecture’s description of how workflows
should be scheduled has also evolved, and while the architecture provided useful guidance to how
this might be prototyped, it leaves details of the implementation choice fairly open. Given the rapid
evolution and introduction of new disruptive technologies in this space, such as those enabled by
cloud computing and new big-data programming models, this flexibility in the architecture should be
seen as strong point. Nevertheless, it makes prototyping workflows and the scheduling and
execution of workflows in a way that is consistent with the architecture more of a challenge.
The SDP architecture [AD01, Execution Control C&C view] specifies a two-level scheduling structure
where a Processing Controller component first schedules Processing Blocks (PBs), and then a
Processing Block Controller (PBC) component has responsibility for managing the science data
processing workflow, which defines a set of steps required to process data associated with the PB.
Stages in the workflow are then executed by an Execution Engine (EE) which is a logical construct
consisting of the deployed and configured workflow stage script along with its associated runtime
environment.
While Processing Blocks are the highest level of scheduling considered by SDP, at a higher level they
are part of the Scheduling Block Instance (SBI) and associated with a Scheduling Block. Processing
Blocks are given to SDP by TM when a Scheduling Block Instance configure command is made via the
SDP TANGO Control Interface.
The Processing Blocks may be either real-time or offline (which is also described as batch in the SDP
architecture). Real-time Processing Blocks are required to be started immediately (or possibly at a
specified date and time slightly ahead of when they are configured by TM). In contrast, offline
Processing Blocks are scheduled based on resource availability and inter- Processing Block
dependencies using a scheduling model which aims to make efficient use of SDP resources (i.e.
compute, buffer, and networking). Due to the extremely large data sets operated on in SDP [AD01,
Performance View], the majority of offline processing is likely to be constrained primarily by efficient
use of the SDP buffer.
Once created, Processing Blocks cannot be updated or modified by TM but can be aborted [RD13]
either individually or as a group associated with an active subarray, using a function provided by the
SDP TANGO Control interface. By aborting Processing Blocks and issuing new ones (with a new SBI
configure command), TM can effectively modify the set of Processing Blocks run by SDP at any time.
We note that there will almost certainly be Processing Blocks with strong data dependencies (e.g. for
calibrator-target-calibrator) observations. While we have considered this in our data model, we
acknowledge this is a requirement that adds complexity which should be prototyped in Bridging.
For limited control and monitoring, each Processing Block known to SDP is associated with a
Processing Block TANGO Device [RD12, RD13], which is a component in the SDP TANGO Control. In
addition to Processing Block Devices, real-time Processing Blocks are associated with an active SDP
subarray TANGO Device to provide control and monitoring from a sub-array centric viewpoint. These
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TANGO devices are coupled to the control and monitoring of Processing Blocks within SDP through
the Execution Control Configuration Database and, in the case of SIP, an associated pub/sub event
store. This means, by design, there is no direct, point-to-point synchronous communication with the
other internal SDP services responsible for executing processing. This provides an
eventually-consistent, partition-tolerant, asynchronous view and control of SDP processing at the
Processing Block level, which allows SDP to be monitored and controlled by TM without
compromising the resilience of the system. As a side effect, this also allows for SDP to be tested and
deployed without the TANGO Control interface being present; this promotes modularity, and could
be a valuable quality for deployment of SDP on SRCs.

7.5.2 What is a workflow?
Each Processing Block contains a reference to a single workflow, which consists of a sequence of
tasks or workflow stages. These stages describe the complete set of operations for the Processing
Block, and consist of a combination of preparation, setup, or initialisation stages, processing stages,
and finalisation or cleanup stages. In general, a workflow can be a DAG26 of stages, specified using a
workflow definition language which could be in the form of a script or a markup language (i.e. JSON,
YAML etc). In practice we believe that many SDP workflows may be very simple, with only a few
linear stages, but see no reason to impose this limit on the design and implementation. We believe it
would be desirable for SDP to adopt an open standard for the workflow specification, such as
Common Workflow Language27, or a widely used COTS/FOSS solution, such as Apache Airflow28, but
we may also want to consider developing an in-house SDP solution if neither of these meet
requirements.
For SDP, the workflow definition must be able to:
●
●
●
●

define dependencies between workflow stages;
define resource requirements and limits (e.g. timeouts) for workflow stages;
support customisable workflow stage executors, customisable functions that configure and
deploy an SDP Execution Engine on SDP resources; and
provide templating of configuration, so that runtime information can be introduced when
running the stage, such as populating IP addresses for receive functions.

These qualities would give maximum flexibility in what a workflow can consist of, yet should provide
a well-defined and simple way of writing and scheduling workflows.
While we would not want to limit what a workflow stage or its associated Execution Engine could
consist of, it is likely that most (if not all) SDP workflow stages would be run by deploying one or
more (Docker) containers using a container orchestration framework, such as Docker Swarm or
Kubernetes. This would be equally true for stages running a Dask, MPI, or Spark pipeline script, or for
stages running a set of operations against SDP databases to initialise the Science Data Model
associated with the workflow. The use of containers would make managing dependencies and

26
27
28

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed_acyclic_graph
https://www.commonwl.org
https://airflow.apache.org
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versions of workflow stages very simple, and allow for rapid, flexible and resilient deployment and
scheduling on to the SDP cluster with very minimal runtime overheads29,30.

7.5.3 Scheduling and deploying workflows
In normal operation, at any given time SDP will be executing multiple concurrent Processing Blocks
and their associated workflows; while it's hard to say with much certainty how many this might be,
we envisage this could range from a few to a few hundred. At a minimum, SDP is likely to be running
one real-time processing block, and one offline processing block.
Processing Blocks are scheduled by the Processing Controller Service, which acts as an authority for
allocating and managing resources provided to workflows. This operates in conjunction with the
component interpreting the workflow (i.e. the Processing Block Controller), as well as the underlying
mechanism for deploying Execution Engines onto physical SDP resources, which is a service provided
by the SDP Platform. For SIP, we experimented with several options for the platform service, ranging
from entirely custom service worker daemons deployed on each node using RPyC31 and Plumbum32
(called SIP slave controllers), to Mesos33 and the Marathon framework34, but eventually settled on
container orchestration with Docker Swarm. While Kubernetes has since become the container
orchestration framework of choice, as Docker Swarm met our immediate needs in SIP, it is still used
in our current implementation.
We identified a number of key considerations for the system that schedules and deploys workflows:
●

●
●
●

Staging and de-staging of data in the buffer is likely to be a (very) time consuming operation
but it is not expected to consume a lot of compute resources. Therefore being able to
overlap staging and de-staging of data with compute resource intensive processing stages of
other workflows may be important.
There should be a well defined mechanism for monitoring the status of workflow execution.
If a workflow fails in a given stage, there should be a well defined way of either restarting or
cleaning up.
The scheduling model should be as simple as possible while maintaining the flexibility
described in the SDP architecture.

Given these considerations and the high-level context described in the SDP architecture, we
investigated a number of different models:
Scheduling Model 1
When a workflow is identified by the Processing Controller as being ready for execution (based on
priority, resource availability, and inter-Processing Block dependencies), it assigns the resources

29
30

https://github.com/NVIDIA/nvidia-docker/wiki/Frequently-Asked-Questions#container-runtime

https://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/papers/0929052195DD819C85257D2300681E7B/$File/
rc25482.pdf
31
https://rpyc.readthedocs.io
32
https://plumbum.readthedocs.io
33
http://mesos.apache.org
34
https://mesosphere.github.io/marathon
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required to run the Processing Block’s entire workflow. Once this is done it creates a Processing
Block Controller which persists for the lifetime of the Processing Block and has the responsibility of:
●
●
●

Executing all workflow stages.
Handling workflow failure and restart logic.
Updating the status of the workflow in the Execution Control Configuration Database.

In this model, the Processing Controller assigns resources to the Processing Block for its entire
lifetime, effectively resulting in a resource partition for each Processing Block. While this is arguably
the simplest model possible consistent with the SDP architecture, it all but rules out efficient data
staging/de-staging, as resources are locked to each Processing Block for the entire duration of the
workflow whether they are fully utilised or not.
Scheduling Model 2
In this model, the Processing Controller decomposes each Processing Block into a set of workflow
stages, and then schedules these directly based on priority, resource availability and dependencies,
with both Processing Block and workflow stage dependencies being considered. Resources are
assigned to workflow stages and are released when the workflow stage and its dependencies no
longer require them.
As this model allows for a finer level of allocation than model 1, and is free to consider overlapping
resource allocation (e.g. running a staging operation and a processing stage for different Processing
Blocks on the same compute node, as long as they do not compete for resources), evaluation of
resource availability will be more complex in this model. For example, to not over-allocate the
buffer, it will need to consider the resources required for future stages of currently executing
workflows to effectively allow reservations of the (hot) buffer based on the future needs of currently
executing data staging operations.
In this model, the role of the Processing Block Controller is less clear. It could be assigned the task of
executing a workflow stage as a “workflow stage controller”, or alternatively it could be created for
the lifetime of each Processing Block for a monitoring role. However, if the latter, we note that the
TANGO Processing Block device already could be used for this.
The main advantage of this model is that it is very flexible, and allows a single entity (the Processing
Controller) to reason about resources across all concurrent workflows at the finest level of
scheduling appropriate for SDP. However, it is more complicated than model 1 to implement, and
moves most of the complexity of handling failure and monitoring of workflows to the Processing
Controller, which already has quite a lot to deal with. Despite this, the model is arguably simpler to
implement than models 3 or 4, as it does not require negotiation between the Processing Controller
and Processing Block Controller for managing resources, and it more closely corresponds to what
might be done by a traditional scheduler.
Scheduling Model 3
Instead of assigning resource partitions to each Processing Block, as in model 1, the Processing Block
Controller could be started without any resource reservations or guarantees made to it. If this was
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the case, when executing the workflow stages defined for the Processing Block, it would need to
negotiate with the Processing Controller to request resources prior to executing each stage of the
workflow. Note that this could then easily be modified to make resource requests for a group of
stages with common resource requirements, as described in the Execution Control Data Model
[AD01]. This resource negotiation would facilitate overlap in processing and data staging operations,
as resources are not locked out at the level of the whole Processing Block workflow.
In this model, there is a well defined role for the Processing Block Controller. It is the entity linked to
the lifetime of the workflow, which executes the workflow and handles failure, monitoring and
status updates.
We note however that this method could be considerably more complicated to implement than
models 1 or 2 due to the additional communication needed between the Processing Block
Controller(s) and Processing Controller. Despite this reservation, we describe this model in more
detail in Section 7.5.5 which describes how the resource negotiation can be implemented using
pub/sub messaging.
Scheduling Model 4
Finally, one could take a hybrid approach, combining aspects of models 1 and 2 by defining
workflows in terms of set-up (staging and initialisation), processing, and tear-down (de-staging and
clean up) phases. If these three phases were under control of the Processing Controller it would be
possible to make better use of resources while not requiring the Processing Controller to manage all
Processing Block workflow stages directly. In this model, the Processing Block Controller would be
responsible for executing all processing stage(s) using a fixed set of resources, and the set-up and
tear-down of workflows (where overlap of buffer and compute resources is important) will be
managed by the Processing Controller. This removes the need for resource negotiation between the
Processing Controller and Processing Block Controller, but also reduces flexibility in the way
workflows can be defined.
We note however that in the case where a workflow consists of three linear stages (i.e. set-up,
processing and tear-down), which is likely true for the majority of SDP workflows, models 2 and 4
reduce to the same solution. This also means that this approach shares some of the complexity of
model 2, where the Processing Controller will need to know about how to run workflow code, even if
it is in a more limited and specialised capacity. It also shares the problem of model 2 in that the
Processing Controller will have to manage tear-down or clean-up of workflows if any prior stage
encounters a failure, something which can be delegated to the Processing Block Controller in models
1 and 3.
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7.5.4 The SIP workflow-centric component view of the SDP

Figure 12: Component diagram showing a workflow-centric view of SIP
Figure 12 shows a workflow centric component diagram for the SDP, as prototyped in SIP.
Processing Blocks are registered with the system via a scheduling instruction from TM, received by a
TANGO Device in the TANGO Control component. As well as prototyping this in TANGO, in SIP we
also experimented with a RESTful Flask web services API, mirroring the TANGO Devices, which
proved useful for testing. Processing Blocks received by this component are written to the
Configuration Database, which in SIP was implemented using Redis.
Processing Block workflows are managed by a combination of the Processing Controller, and
Processing Block Controller which coordinate using the Configuration database. In SIP the
Processing Controller concurrently handles a set of functions such as monitoring for new Processing
Blocks or Processing Block commands from TM, assigning resources, monitoring resources, and
updating the status of SDP processing information in the Configuration Database.
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Workflow stages are run as an Execution Engine, which consists of one or more containers,
deployed using Container Orchestration. In SIP, we used Docker Swarm with Docker Compose files
to deploy sets of containers.
When deployed, Execution Engines are assigned physical resources. This is coordinated by the
Processing Controller: infrastructure can be provisioned through the Infrastructure Provisioning
service API (although in SIP this is done manually using OpenStack); processing buffer resources are
obtained by making a request to the Buffer Manager Service, which allocates and manages storage
resources described in SDP as Data Islands (not prototyped in SIP); and finally containers are started
on resources made available to the Container Orchestration Service.
Workflow stages, depending on the functions they provide, will receive data (e.g. from CSP), read
and write data to Data Queues and Model Databases, and in some cases read Telescope State from
other SKA elements.
In SIP, all communication between the TANGO Device, the Processing Controller, and Processing
Block Controller is asynchronous. The Configuration Database is used as a data store for Processing
Block configuration and for pub/sub notifications in the form of events. In SIP, the choice of Redis for
the Configuration database facilitates makes this possible, but we note that it may be preferable to
implement the data store and events as separate components.
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7.5.5 Workflow Behaviour within SIP
As specified in the SDP-TM ICD [RD12, RD13], workflows are registered with SDP when TM issues a
configure command for a new Scheduling Block instance (SBI). This command is issued to a SDP
TANGO Device belonging to the SDP TANGO Control component. This is expected to be either a SDP
Subarray device or the SDP Master Device. In normal operation, the Subarray Device would likely be
favoured as SBIs will usually contain real-time processing blocks which are associated with an active
subarray. For SBIs which only contain offline processing, the interface is less clear, as the lifetime of a
Subarray Device is associated with the current subarray configuration of the telescope. As such, we
expect offline processing to be configured through the SDP Master Device or another device
specifically designated for this purpose.

Figure 13: Sequence diagram showing how TM could configure a new SB/SBI
Figure 13 shows a sequence diagram detailing the activity that occurs in the SIP prototype of the SDP
when TM configures a SBI. When a configure command is issued on the TANGO interface device,
its argument, which consists of a JSON object containing the configuration of the SBI, is validated and
registered into the SDP Execution Control Configuration Database. Registering the SBI with the
Configuration Database results in a number of data objects, detailed in Section 7.5.6, which describe
the processing that SDP must perform for the SBI. In SIP, SBIs and their contained PBs are created in
the Configuration Database by a series of API commands using a Configuration Database client
library and are made as a single atomic transaction in order to maintain consistency. Along with
creating the SBI and PB objects, a number of events are published to the SBI and PB event queues.
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This pub/sub mechanism is used to notify other SIP EC components of the presence or changes to
SBI and PB data objects so they do not have to poll the database. The SIP implementation of the
Configuration Database, described in Section 7.7, uses Redis to store the SBI and PB objects, as well
as holding event queues associated with each. This has worked well for prototyping as Redis has
pub/sub mechanisms built in, but we acknowledge that using a database for pub/sub in general is
often seen as an anti-pattern, and therefore using different solutions for storing data objects and
events may be preferable.
While not shown in Figure 13, TANGO Processing Block Devices are also created at the same time as
the Processing Block data objects are added to the Configuration Database.

Figure 14: Sequence diagram showing the PC creating a PBC used manage the PB execution.
Once PB data objects have been added to the Configuration Database, the Processing Controller,
which subscribes to PB events, will receive a new PB notification. This is shown in Figure 14, above.
On receiving a new PB event, the Processing Controller will process the event in conjunction with PB
data from the Configuration Database. This will eventually result in the creation of a “Processing
Block Controller”, which is used to execute the Processing Block. The exact mechanism for this will
depend on the scheduling model, as described in Section 7.5.3.
In the SIP Processing Controller (and shown in Figure 14) on receiving a new PB, a thread in the
Processing Controller which monitors PB events will add the PB to a PB queue. We note however
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that if scheduling using Model 2 or Model 4, the Processing Block queue might be replaced by a
workflow phase or stage queue which would fulfil a similar role.
Another thread, which monitors the PB queue, will then create Processing Block Controllers for each
PB (or workflow phase / stage) whose start condition is met. For real-time PBs this should result in
the Processing Block Controller starting immediately. For offline PBs, while the Processing Block
Controller could also be started immediately, the PB queue provides a mechanism to delay the
creation of the Processing Block Controller, which for some implementations may be useful.
Once the Processing Block Controller has been started, subsequent behaviour will depend on the
scheduling model being implemented. During the development of SIP we experimented with the
different scheduling models described in Section 7.5.3. As there is some overlap between how each
of these models are be implemented, we first describe models 1, 2 and 4, followed by a description
of model 3. These are distinguished by whether or not they involve resource negotiation between
the Processing Controller and Processing Block Controller during the execution of the workflow.
Models 1, 2, and 4
To execute a workflow, workflow stage or workflow phase respectively (in models 1, 2, and 4), when
the Processing Block Controller is started it is assigned all of the resources it needs. It then executes
the workflow according to Figure 15, below.

Figure 15: Sequence diagram showing the Processing Block Controller executing a workflow for
scheduling models 1, 2 and 4.
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In Figure 15, the Processing Block Controller loops persistently over all uncompleted stages. In this
loop, it checks if workflow stages can be started, based on the dependencies obtained from the
Processing Block data structure, held in the Configuration Database. If the workflow stage can be
started it configures and starts the Execution Engine needed to run the stage using the Container
Orchestration API. Also during the loop, it checks the status of running Execution Engine containers,
and if they are complete, updates the status in the Configuration Database. While Figure 15 shows
the generalised case which matches most closely with model 1, if the Processing Block Controller is
created to execute a single workflow stage or a set of stages with the same resource assignment, it
also describes model 2 or 4. Finally, we note that while Figure 15 shows a loop at the start of the
Processing Block Controller, this could easily be replaced by almost any workflow interpreter or
workflow script that executes workflow stages.
In SIP we currently implement scheduling models 1, 2 and 4, where Processing Block Controllers are
created as Celery35 tasks, and run a very simple workflow interpreter script which executes workflow
stages using Execution Engine containers deployed using Docker Swarm.
Model 3
Figures 16 and 17 show the Processing Block Controller and Processing Controller interaction for
scheduling model 3. In this model the Processing Block Controller negotiates with the Processing
Controller for resources before executing each workflow stage. This is indicated in Figure 16, where
three parallel threads work together to execute the workflow.
The first of these threads requests resources for workflow stages that are ready to start. This is done
by iterating over pending workflow stages (i.e. those that have not yet had a resource request made
to run them) and determining if their dependencies have been met. Once a workflow stage is
determined to be ready for execution, a resource request is published, requesting resources from
the Processing Controller to run the workflow stage.
A second thread iterates over all workflow stages that have not yet started and monitors for
“resource assigned” messages from the Processing Controller. Once this thread determines that a
workflow stage’s resources are met, it performs any final configuration of the Execution Engine, and
creates the Execution Engine containers using the Container Orchestration API.
Finally, a third thread iterates over all workflow stages that have not yet completed and, by checking
the status of EE containers, determines if the stage has completed. If complete, it publishes a
notification in the form of an event, which is used by the first of the described threads to satisfy
dependencies of pending workflows stages.

35

http://www.celeryproject.org
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Figure 16: Sequence diagram showing the PBC executing a workflow for model 3.
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Figure 17: Sequence diagram showing resource negotiation between PC and PBC for running a
workflow in model 3.
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Aborting a Scheduling Block Instance or Processing Block
Scheduling Block Instances or Processing Blocks known to SDP can be aborted if TM issues an abort
command on a TANGO Device in the SDP TANGO Control Component. This is shown in Figure 18. The
device to which the abort command is issued will depend on whether TM is aborting a PB or SBI, but
the outcome is the same. If valid, the abort request is published as an event in the Configuration
Database.
Once the event has been published, the Processing Controller and/or Processing Block Controller
subscribing to PB events will perform all necessary cleanup to abort the Processing Block. In SIP we
left the implementation of the mechanism for the PB cleanup in the Processing Controller or
Processing Block Controller as a placeholder, as none of our test workflows were sophisticated
enough to gather requirements on this. However, we expect this could be done by aborting all
running Execution Engine workflow containers and running a workflow cleanup stage, defined as
part of the Processing Block or workflow definition.
Once Processing Blocks have been aborted, the TANGO Processing Block Devices can be destroyed,
although this is not shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Sequence diagram showing TM aborting a PB or SBI.
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Workflow stage failure or timeout
If a workflow stage fails or times out, the Processing Block Controller will detect this while
monitoring the status of the Execution Engine containers. On detecting either of these conditions it
will publish a notification to the Configuration Database.
The Processing Controller, which is monitoring PB events, will respond to this notification by
aborting the Processing Block. We note however that while this approach is what we planned to
prototype, and is consistent with how we have prototyped workflow scheduling in SIP, we have not
yet had time to implement this failure mode handling in the SIP code.

Figure 19: Sequence diagram showing workflow stage failure or timeout.
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7.5.6 Workflow Data Models
In this section we briefly describe the data models used by SIP for control and scheduling of
workflows. We note that these are very close to, and heavily inspired by, the SDP Execution Control
Data Model [AD01] as we worked closely with the architecture team on this.
SBI Configure command parameters
As described in Section 7.5.5, Scheduling Block Instances are provided to SDP by TM using the
configure command on an SDP TANGO Control Device. The configure command takes a JSON
argument describing the SBI to SDP. Since the schema for this JSON object is not yet defined in the
SDP-TM ICD [RD12, RD13], in SIP we adopted a schema described by the following example:
Example arguments to configure command:
{
"id": "SBI-20181015-SIP-01",
"version": "1.0.0",
"scheduling_block": {
"id": "SB-20181010-SIP-01",
"project": "sip",
"programme_block": "sip_demos"
},
"scans": [{ "id": "scan_20181015-01" }],
"processing_blocks": [
{
"id": "PB-20181015-SIP-01",
"version": "1.0.0",
"type": "REALTIME",
"priority": "1",
"dependencies": [],
"workflow": {
"id": "vis_ingest_test",
"version": "1.0.0",
"parameters": { ... }
}
},
{
"id": "PB-20181015-SIP-02",
"version": "1.0.0",
"type": "OFFLINE",
"priority": "1",
"dependencies": [],
"workflow": {
"id": "ical_test",
"version": "1.2.0",
"parameters": { ... }
}
}
]
}
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Internal workflow data objects
Once validated, the JSON SBI configuration is added to the Configuration Database: in SIP, using a set
of hierarchical key-value and hash entries in Redis. The logical data model used for storing SBI data
by SIP is shown in Figure 20. This is a hierarchical model where the top level entity is a SBI, which
holds all of the parameters and metadata to be able to reference and define it. The SBI is associated
with a Scheduling Block, Subarray, and zero or more Scans. As we did not have a clear definition or
understanding of the metadata associated with Subarrays and Scans, in the SIP data model, these
objects serve as placeholders.
SBIs are composed of a number of PBs, which provide the configuration parameters and metadata
required to schedule and execute Processing. Processing Blocks are further decomposed in this
hierarchy into a set of Workflow Stages. These data structures contain the detailed information
needed to execute different parts of the Processing Block workflow, including configuration and
parameters for Execution Engine containers and scripts, resource requirements and workflow stage
dependency specification.
In SIP, we also stored a log of events associated with each of the two top level domain objects (SBIs
and PBs). This was used as a data model for the pub/sub communication between the TANGO
Control services and Execution Control services such as the Processing Controller and Processing
Block Controller. The use of an event log also allows all changes of state to the SBIs and PBs to be
recorded, and if necessary (e.g. in the case of a failure) to be examined and restarted. These events
also form the basis of a log based architecture [RD11] and could also be used for monitoring and to
generate alarms and alerts.
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Figure 20: Data model diagram showing the logical data model used in SIP to represent Scheduling
Block Instances.
This logical data model (described in Figure 20, above) was implemented in Redis according to the
physical data model described in Figure 21, below. The key difference between these is that the
physical data model creates SBIs and PBs lists as top-level entities. We found this convenient, as
while the TM interface devices need to reason about SBIs (associated with Subarrays) and PBs, SDP
Execution Control is concerned almost exclusively with PBs internally. As a result, separating these
into top level elements linked only by metadata (rather than their hierarchy in the database) made it
easier to make database queries.
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Figure 21: Data model diagram showing the physical data model used in SIP to represent Scheduling
Block Instances
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7.5.7 How are workflows in SIP defined?
Workflows could be defined in a number of ways. In SIP we used an extremely simple JSON format,
stored in the Configuration Database and attached to the Processing Block data model. An example
of this is shown in the listing below for a workflow configuration used to test a real-time visibility
ingest workflow described by the DAG shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: DAG showing a very simple test real-time visibility ingest workflow, whose configuration is
described in the adjacent text.
example_sip_workflow_definition.json
{
"id": "vis_ingest_test",
"version": "1.0.0",
"stages": [
{
"id": "A1_vis_emulator",
"version": "0.5.1",
"type": "emulator",
"dependencies:": [],
"resources_required": [{
"type": "node",
"value": 3,
"parameters": {
"flavour": "compute_a",
"exclusive": true
}
}],
"ee_config": {
"compose_template": "./templates/ee/emulator.yaml.j2"
},
"app_config": {
"args_template": "./templates/app/emulator.json.j2"
}
},
{
"id": "A2_vis_ingest",
"version": "test",
"type": "processing",
"dependencies:": [],
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"resources_required": [{
"type": "node",
"value": 3,
"parameters": {
"flavour": "compute_a",
"exclusive": true
}
}],
"ee_config": {
"compose_template": "./templates/ee/ingest.yaml.j2"
},
"app_config": {
"args_template": "./templates/app/ingest.json.j2"
}
},
{

}
]

"id": "B_cleanup_vis_ingest",
"version": "1.0.0",
"type": "cleanup",
"dependencies:": [{
"type": "stages",
"value": "A1_vis_emulator,A2_vis_ingest",
"condition": "complete"
}],
"resources_required": [{
"type": "cpu",
"value": 0.5
},{
"type": "memory",
"value": "2GB"
}],
"ee_type": "NONE",
"ee_config": {
"compose_template": "./templates/ee/cleanup.yaml.j2"
},
"app_config": {}

}

In addition to this very simple workflow definition, we also briefly investigated the use of Common
Workflow Language36 (CWL) and using a script-based definition inspired by Apache Airflow37
workflow scripts. Unfortunately we did not have enough time to get these working within the SIP
Processing Block Controller. For a production system however, we would advocate using standard
approaches, such as CWL, wherever possible.

36
37

https://www.commonwl.org/
https://airflow.apache.org/
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7.6 TANGO Control
7.6.1 TANGO Control Packages

Figure 23: Package diagram showing the SIP TANGO Control package decomposition and
dependencies.
Figure 23 shows the decomposition of the TANGO Control into sub-packages which were considered
for prototyping in SIP. This package implements the SDP control system interface38, which consists of
a number of control objects known as TANGO Devices, contained in processes known as TANGO
Device Servers. To provide consistency between SKA elements this interface is required to publish a
set of standard TANGO Devices, described in the SKA control system guidelines [RD14], and the
sub-package is designed to reflect this. Unlike in the SDP architecture where TANGO Control is a
sub-module of the Execution Control, in SIP it was structured as a top-level package. While we
acknowledge this is a very minor difference, we believe this better reflects its specialised nature and
light coupling with the rest of the system. We also believe this approach would give an advantage
should SDP need to be deployed without the TANGO Control plane, on SRCs or elsewhere. Another
38

https://tango-controls.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview/introduction.html
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key difference between the package structure shown in Figure 23 and that of the SDP architecture is
the presence of “Flask” variants of the Master and Processing Controller interfaces sub-packages.
These packages were developed in SIP as experimental RESTful web interfaces, written using Flask39.
While not part of any SDP design, these provided us with a way of rapidly prototyping a set of mock
Control interfaces without the challenges of deploying and communicating with a TANGO system
and provide a direct drop in replacement for the TANGO services they mirror.
While all TANGO control sub-packages make use of several COTS/FOSS libraries (not shown in Figure
23; PyTANGO40 in particular), internal SDP dependencies are limited to Execution Control and SDP
Services modules. These dependencies provide modules in this package with the libraries to
interface with the Configuration Database, used to control and communicate with Execution Control
services as well as data services used to access data which SDP is required to publish on a TANGO
Interface; for example Quality Assessment metrics and real-time calibration solutions.
As shown in Figure 23, for SIP we spent most of our effort focusing on three experimental TANGO
sub-packages. While the current version of the ICD [RD12, RD13] defines as many as nine TANGO
device classes for SDP, we chose to focus on components needed for the top-level control and
monitoring system state and processing workflows. While this choice was made so that we could
focus development towards a minimum viable product prototype of the key functions of the SDP,
given the extreme lack of maturity in the SDP-TM interface specification at the time of prototyping,
we found it very difficult to make progress on anything beyond a very simple set of TANGO Control
sub-packages. As such, in SIP we have produced prototypes of the following TANGO Control services:
the TANGO Master, which provides the primary TANGO entry-point to SDP and which is responsible
for control and reporting on the SDP State (as described in Section 7.4); the Processing Controller
Interface Service which in SIP exposes Subarray, Scheduling Block and Processing Block Device
interfaces for control and monitoring of processing workflows; and the TANGO Database service,
which is a backing service providing configuration and service discovery for the TANGO deployment.
In addition to this, we also experimented with TANGO logging and log aggregation services, and
considered the interfaces and possibility for prototyping the Telescope State service, TANGO Alarms
service, and QA aggregation service. With the exception of TANGO logging however, where we
tested some simple examples, other interfaces did not result in prototype code.
In prototyping these services, we investigated how TANGO Control services could interact with the
rest of the system through the Execution Control Configuration Database library. In SIP, the
prototype of this library provided access to a number of different data objects and event queues
described by the data models shown in Section 7.4.4 and 7.5.6. In addition to this, as part of the
investigation of workflows and Execution Control components, Data Queues were also considered
from the perspective of the interface they present to TANGO devices for services such as QA.
Unfortunately, due to lack of time and detailed design in the architecture and ICD, this investigation
did not result in prototype code; however, we believe from our analysis that these interfaces do not
pose a particularly high implementation risk.

39
40

http://flask.pocoo.org/
https://pytango.readthedocs.io
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We note that TANGO provides a mechanism for either polling or events to detect attribute changes
and that this system could be connected with the events queue currently implemented using the
Configuration Database, although this would need further investigation.

7.6.2 TANGO Control Components

Figure 24: Component diagram showing the TANGO Control components in SIP.
Figure 24 shows the TANGO Control components and their relationships as considered for
prototyping in SIP, and is intended to complement Figure 23. As TANGO Control in SIP was entirely
composed of a set of services it is natural that there a close correspondence between sub-packages
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and components. As shown in the figure by green connections, TANGO Devices expose a set of
commands, attributes and pipes41. In SIP these TANGO Interfaces were exercised by a number of
very simple TM Emulator scripts or, more frequently during development, by using an interactive
Python prompt such as iTango, a customised interactive Python prompt provided by the TANGO
toolkit. While we experimented with TANGO pipes, which can be used for reading and writing
structured data to and from Devices, none of our simple prototype devices ultimately made use of
them as at the time of developing SIP, pipes did not feature in the ICD and therefore are not used in
SIP TANGO Device prototypes. As described above when introducing Figure 23, in SIP we also
developed RESTFul interface devices for the Master Device and Processing Controller. While not
shown in the component diagram (Figure 24), in the prototype code these provide a direct drop-in
replacement for testing the TANGO interface devices they emulate.
As shown in Figure 24, components communicate with the rest of the SDP using a combination of
databases and queues. In SIP this consisted entirely of connections into a Redis database which
provided both of these for interacting with the Execution Control components. While we also
experimented with queues for QA, alerts and alarms, and considered how one might implement the
backing services and interfaces for Telescope State and TANGO Alarms services, we did not have
time to prototype these for SIP.
When developing TANGO components we experimented with a number of options for code
development and service deployment. The TANGO toolkit consists of a variety of tools which are
intended to help with this including:
●
●

●

Pogo42 which is a GUI tool for generating TANGO device code
Astor43 which is a system for managing a TANGO deployment, which uses a special device
server running on each node called Starter44 which is able to start, stop and report the status
of TANGO Components
JIVE45 a Java application for editing and browsing the TANGO database.

However, as our prototype code was relatively simple, and we eventually ended up prototyping each
TANGO Device server as a separate Docker service deployed using Docker Swarm, most of the SIP
TANGO code did not make extensive use of these tools: while some SIP prototype code was
generated with the aid of the Pogo tool, most proved simple enough to be coded directly with the
PyTango API.
While working on SIP, we experimented with both native and containerised deployments of TANGO
components. When we first started development of SIP, deploying a TANGO system was particularly
challenging as standard packages did not exist. As such, we initially put quite a lot of effort into
creating and maintaining scripts for installing TANGO to support the prototyping work. Fortunately
this situation was improved greatly when packages for Ubuntu 17.04 became available, and later

https://tango-controls.readthedocs.io/en/latest/reference/glossary.html
https://tango-controls.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tools-and-extensions/pogo/startup.html
43
https://tango-controls.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tools-and-extensions/astor/index.html
44
http://www.esrf.eu/computing/cs/tango/tango_doc/ds_doc/tango-ds/System/starter/index.html
45
https://tango-controls.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tools-and-extensions/jive/index.html
41
42
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was entirely solved when we developed our own example Dockerised TANGO Database and example
containerised Device Server and Device code on which to base our prototyping efforts.

7.6.3 TANGO Database Device Server and MySQL backing service
The TANGO Database device server, and associated database device, provide a backing service to a
TANGO Deployment by providing configuration and service discovery for TANGO Device services and
TANGO Devices.
After initial experiments using installation scripts natively and VMs, we eventually developed and
experimented with two different containerised variants of this service, both making use of a MySQL
database. One of these options was based on the phusion/baseimage46 Docker image, which is
a fairly novel approach to deploying complex containers as it includes a minimal supervision system
inside the container for deploying both the database and database device server in the same
container instance. Our other solution followed a more typical containerised approach where the
MySQL database is hosted in a different container to the TANGO Database Device server, and these
two containers communicate using a Docker Swarm overlay network. In both cases we configured
the TANGO Database to persist between invocation of the Docker Service using Docker Volumes.

7.6.4 TANGO Master
The TANGO Master provides the primary entry point to SDP for monitoring and control of the SDP
state as well as configuring Scheduling Blocks. As described in Section 7.6.1, in SIP we developed a
simple TANGO prototype as well as a RESTful web replacement of this service using the Flask API.
Both these Services implement a lightweight interpretation of the SDP state model described in
Section 7.4, with the commands and attributes described in the tables below. While we note that
the ICD lists more commands and attributes, these were not sufficiently well defined for us to
include in the prototype. In this implementation a single TANGO device, named
sip_sdp/elt/master, is created inside a TANGO Master Device server. The TANGO device then
simply acts as a lightweight interface to the Execution Control services, specifically the Execution
Control Master Controller by communicating data and commands through the Configuration
Database. While this loose coupling leads to a degree of eventual consistency when commanding or
reporting on the state of SDP, this is offset by the resilience and flexibility of this approach.

46

https://hub.docker.com/r/phusion/baseimage/
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Commands
Name

Description

HTTP (Flask) alternative
(url root: /master/)

set_target_state(state)

Set the target state of the
SDP to that specified by
the command argument.

PUT /state/<state>

activate_subarray(parameters)

Activates the specified
subarray

PUT /activate_subarray/<id>

configure_sbi(sbi_config)

Schedules a special (offline POST /configure_sbi
only) Scheduling Block
Instance (SBI) using the
specified SBI configuration
JSON string.

Table 1: TANGO commands implemented by SIP for the TANGO Master device.
Attributes
Name

Description

HTTP (Flask) alternative
(url root: /master/)

version

Return the Master version GET /version

state

Return the state of the
SDP.

GET /state

target_state

Return the target state of
the SDP

GET /target_state

resource_availability

Return the resource
availability of the SDP.

GET /resource_availability

scheduling_block_instances

Return the list of
Scheduling Block Instance
IDs known to SDP

GET /scheduling_block_instances/all

processing_blocks

Return the list of
Processing Blocks IDs
known to SDP

GET /processing_blocks/all

offline_processing_blocks

Return the list of offline
Processing Block IDs
known to SDP

GET /processing_blocks/offline

realtime_processing_blocks

Return the list of realtime
Processing Block IDs
known to SDP

GET /processing_blocks/realtime

Table 2: TANGO attributes implemented by SIP for the TANGO Master device.

7.6.5 Processing Controller Interface Devices
In SIP, the Processing Controller Interface consists of a set of devices for control and monitoring of
Processing workflows. Like the Master Device, in SIP we also implemented a mock drop-in
replacement version of the TANGO interface using Flask to provide a RESTful JSON web services API.
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In SIP the TANGO version of this service is implemented as a Device Server serving Subarray,
Processing Block and Scheduling Block Instance Devices. While we note that the ICD lists more
commands and attributes, these were not sufficiently well defined for us to include in the prototype.
These devices provide an interface to interrogate and control processing from the perspective of the
data object they are associated with.
A fixed set of 16 subarray devices, if activated (i.e. the subarray has been specified to be in use) by a
command from the Master Device, provide a set of commands and attributes for interacting with the
SDP subarray from the perspective of subarrays.
Subarray Commands
Name

Description

HTTP (Flask) Alternative
(url root: /subarray/<id>/)

configure(sbi_config)

Schedules a Scheduling Block
POST /configure
Instance (SBI) using the
specified SBI configuration JSON
string

abort(parameters)

Abort the subarray. This will
instruct the Processing
Controller to abort all
Processing Blocks associated
with the subarray.

PUT /abort

deactivate

Deactivates the subarray

PUT /deactivate

Table 3: TANGO subarray commands implemented by SIP for the TANGO Processing Controller
Interface devices.
Subarray Attributes
Name

Description

HTTP (Flask) alternative
(url root: /subarray/<id>/)

version

Return version of the subarray
device

GET /version

state

Return the state of the subarray GET /state
device

processing_blocks

Return list of processing blocks

GET /processing_blocks

Table 4: TANGO subarray attributes implemented by SIP for the TANGO Processing Controller
Interface devices.
In addition to the fixed set of Subarray Devices, when a new Scheduling Block Instance is
configured, a Scheduling Block Instance Device and set of Processing Block Instance Devices are
created. The lifetime of these devices persists for the lifetime of the Scheduling Block Instance or
Processing Block being active (processing or waiting for processing) in the SDP system. In SIP, both
Scheduling Block and Processing Block Devices provide an interface for querying the state of the
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processing associated with them and for aborting processing. They share the same basic set of
commands and attributes described below:
Scheduling Block Instance and Processing Block Commands
Name

Description

HTTP (Flask) Alternative
(url root: /{sbi or pb}/<id>/)

abort(parameters)

Abort the Scheduling Block
PUT /abort
Instance (SBI) or Processing
Block (PB). This will instruct the
Processing Controller to abort
all all processing associated
with the SBI or PB in question.

Table 5: TANGO SBI and PB commands implemented by SIP for the TANGO Processing Controller
Interface devices.
Scheduling Block Instance and Processing Block Attributes
Name

Description

HTTP (Flask) Alternative
(url root: /sbi/<id>/)

version

Return the version of the PB or
SBI device

GET /version

state

Return the current state of the
SBI or PB

GET /state

configuration

Return the configuration for the GET /configuration
SBI or PB

Table 6: TANGO SBI and PB attributes implemented by SIP for the TANGO Processing Controller
Interface devices.
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7.7 Execution Control
7.7.1 Execution Control Packages

Figure 25: Package diagram showing the SIP Execution Control package decomposition and
dependencies.
Figure 25 (above) shows the decomposition of the Execution Control into sub-packages which were
prototyped in SIP. These sub-packages define a set of services and supporting libraries responsible
for internal control and monitoring of SDP. Further details of each of these can be found in the
following subsections.
Execution Control subpackages depend on a number of packages from the Platform and SDP
services. From the perspective of the Execution Control, the Platform package consists of a set of
libraries for interfacing with the predominantly COTS/FOSS platform services which provide
functions such as infrastructure provisioning, container orchestration as well as access to logging,
metrics, and alerts. Packages for SDP services are expected to provide interfaces to SDP-specific
services for higher level functions such as management of the SDP buffer, delivery services and
access to SDP-specific databases. However, as indicated in the figure, due to lack of detailed
specification and requirements in the architecture at the time of prototyping, only platform
interactions were prototyped in SIP.
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7.7.2 Execution Control Components

Figure 26: Component diagram showing the SIP interpretation of Execution Control.
Figure 26 shows the Execution Control components and their relationships as interpreted for
prototyping in SIP. Execution Control components are a set of containerised services which monitor
and manage the state of the SDP system, and monitor and run processing workflows.
Execution Control services, like all services in SIP, are loosely coupled, do not store non-volatile state,
and communicate asynchronously through a combination of the Execution Control Database and
Queues. These factors are important for resilience as, should any given service fail, it allows the rest
of the Execution Control to continue operating while the failed service is restarted or replaced.
Execution Control services interface with TANGO Control services described in Section 7.6, most of
which belong to the SDP Platform. These provide Execution Control services with interfaces for
Container Orchestration, infrastructure provisioning, and logging and metrics.

7.7.3 Configuration Database client library
As described in the SDP architecture, and other sections of this report, the Configuration Database
provides a critical backing service to all of the TANGO Control and Execution Control services. The
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database is used to exchange domain-specific data objects used to coordinate key functions for
managing the state of SDP and running processing workflows.
In SIP, the configuration database is implemented using Redis. This was chosen as it has a
well-defined Python API, is easy to deploy, and provides a simple key-value store sufficient for the
needs of the Execution Control data models; these are described in Sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.6. While
the Configuration Database instances could be interpreted as either belonging to the platform or
Execution Control, in SIP we found it very useful to develop a specialised configuration database
client library sub-package as part of the Execution Control package. This not only provides a high
level API which encapsulates the Execution Control specific data models but also abstracts all
knowledge of the choice of Redis from the service applications. We chose this approach in case we
wanted to experiment with different database choices, but believe this would also be a good
approach for a production system to avoid lock-in to any given database technology.
In SIP the configuration database was also used to provide a publish-subscribe mechanism for
communicating events between TANGO Control and Execution Control services. These events are
associated with all the primary domain objects in the Execution Control Data model. The addition of
events was inspired by the architectural approach known as Event Sourcing47. This approach is
widely used with distributed microservices architectures48 and is often associated with an
architectural pattern known as CQRS49, useful for developing complex distributed systems. The event
system which we implemented in the Configuration Database client library builds on functions in the
Python Redis bindings to support this architectural pattern. While in SIP this was implemented using
Redis, we note that queue- or log-based solutions such as Apache Kafka or RabbitMQ are likely to be
better suited for this role. While we explored these briefly in SIP we settled on using Redis as we
were already using it as a data store and it fulfilled all of our immediate prototyping needs; we are
not, however, recommending its use for a production system as we have not performed sufficient
testing at scale.
For most of the prototyping work we deployed Redis as a single containerised instance, with Docker
Volumes to persist the database between container instantiations. We also explored deploying a
Redis cluster, which can be used to scale the database horizontally and improve availability through
sharding. We note, however, that in this mode, Redis favours availability and partition tolerance over
globally consistency, which could cause problems if not dealt with carefully.
Finally, we note that while sharing code between microservices can be considered bad practice, as it
can introduce coupling by way of third-party library dependencies, we felt in this particular case the
negatives were easily outweighed by the advantages. We also lowered the impact of coupling by
structuring the library around individual domain objects, which also had the advantage of allowing
us to split the configuration database into multiple databases which each store different domain
data objects if necessary.

https://martinfowler.com/eaaDev/EventSourcing.html
https://medium.com/lcom-techblog/scalable-microservices-with-event-sourcing-and-redis-6aa245574db0
49
https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CQRS.html
47
48
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7.7.4 Master Controller
In the SIP interpretation of the SDP architecture, the role of the Master Controller is to manage the
overall state of the SDP by monitoring and coordinating the state of all persistent SDP services. The
functions implemented by the Master Controller for doing this are described by the state machine
and sequence diagrams in Section 7.4.
In the prototype code, the Master Controller is implemented as a containerised Python application
which has an event loop which contains functions for monitoring for changes in the target state of
the system, and for responding to changes in the state of persistent services. All changes in current
state and target state are communicated using (and stored in) the Configuration Database, which
implements the data model described in Section 7.4.4.
While the prototype of the Master Controller exercises all of its identified interfaces, in the current
prototype the implementation of functions which monitor the state of individual services and the
termination of services in response to the target state of SDP being set to OFF are currently left as
placeholders. From the investigations we carried out to establish how these functions could be
implemented, we believe there is a very low implementation risk in not having fully developed these
capabilities. For example, monitoring of services run as containers using Docker Swarm or
Kubernetes can easily be done via their respective Python APIs, or by subscribing to a Kafka topic
holding metrics populated from the container orchestration monitoring endpoints. Equally,
terminating services programmatically is a function common to both the Docker Swarm and
Kubernetes container APIs.

7.7.5 Processing Controller and Processing Block Controller
As described in Section 7.5, the Processing Controller and Processing Block Controller(s) work
together to schedule, execute, and monitor the Science Pipeline Workflows. We explored several
models (listed in Section 7.5.3) for the interaction between these two services to perform this role,
each of which have slightly different implementations and different tradeoffs in terms of flexibility
and complexity.
While there are certainly more options that could be considered and prototyped for these
components, in the current prototype we settled on implementing a workflow scheduling model
that can be adjusted to either model 1, 2, or 4 (see Section 7.5.3 for a description of these) by slight
modifications of the code. In this implementation the Processing Controller schedules either
workflows, sets of workflow stages, or individual workflow stages that delegate their execution to a
Processing Block Controller which, when created, is assigned all of the resources it needs. Therefore
by modifying the granularity of what is assigned to the Processing Block Controller, this
implementation supports a variety of scheduling models.
Figure 27 (below) shows a cartoon of how this was implemented in SIP. The Processing Controller is
a Python application where multiple concurrent functions perform the following tasks:
1. Monitoring of resources, made available by the platform, which can be assigned to
workflows.
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2. Handling of Processing Block events (published by the TANGO interface or other Execution
Control components), to which the Processing Controller must respond in order to update its
internal view on the set of workflows being considered for execution.
3. Scheduling of workflow or workflow stages based on dependencies and priority described in
the Processing Block configuration.
4. Monitoring and reporting on the status of workflows being executed by Processing Block
Controllers.
While all of these functions exist in the SIP Processing Controller prototype, detailed handling of
resource monitoring and detailed implementation of a policy which determines when workflows can
be started are left as placeholders. After investigating the libraries which could be used for resource
monitoring (point 1, above), we determined that there is little implementation risk here: Detailed
information on available resources can be determined either from the container orchestration
framework API (e.g. using the Docker Python API) or from the underlying infrastructure services
(using various OpenStack Python bindings). We also believe the function which schedules workflow
stages (point 3, above) is a low implementation risk, but this needs further work to define detailed
requirements on how SDP should determine if a workflow can be executed before much more
progress can be made. This requires further refinement, not only of how TM will schedule the SDP,
but possibly also of the Processing Block data model to determine the requirements on how
Processing Block workflow dependencies and the priorities of offline Processing blocks should be
managed.
When a workflow or workflow stage is determined to be ready for execution, a Processing Block
Controller is created to manage its execution. In early versions of SIP this started as a custom “SIP
slave controller” but in the current version of the prototype we now use Celery50 for this. Celery
provides us with an asynchronous distributed task queue, where Processing Block Controllers are
written as Celery tasks. Celery tasks are decorated Python functions executed on single or multiple
workers using multiprocessing51, Eventlet52, or gevent53. This provides a solution where Processing
Block Controllers are implemented as a Python function which describes how the workflow should
be executed. As such it is possible to write different specialised Processing Block Controllers to
handle different workflow types or workflow interpreters, should the need arise. While we did not
rigorously test the horizontal scalability of this, indications from other projects using Celery54 are that
it should scale to the expected requirements of the SDP. While we would not necessarily suggest
that Celery be used in a production system, and given the modularity in the system do not see the
need to suggest a down-select at this stage, we believe a solution architecture with the same
approach as Celery could work well.
When the Processing Block Controller is started, it is given the identifier for the workflow or
Processing Block it is responsible for executing. This information is used to query the Configuration
Database to obtain the workflow configuration, including references to workflow scripts, templates
http://www.celeryproject.org/
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/multiprocessing.html
52
http://eventlet.net/
53
http://www.gevent.org/
50
51

54

https://medium.com/@vishix/how-we-scaled-celery-to-send-5-6-billion-push-messages-to-mobile-devices-in-i
ndia-762d8ad213d
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or containers it needs to start the workflow Execution Engines. The workflow configuration used for
SIP is described in Section 7.5.7 and all SIP workflow stages are executed as a set of Docker
Containers using the Docker Swarm API described in Section 7.7.6.
If multiple concurrent workflow stages are required, we have experimented with a Processing Block
Controller function which uses either multiple threads or asynchronous coroutines (using the Python
asyncio module). Prior to running each workflow stage, the Processing Block Controller resolves any
just-in-time parameters, and passes this configuration to the workflow stage application containers
via their command line arguments. In SIP, workflow stage applications take a JSON string command
line argument, and the containers that provide the Execution Engine environment are started using a
Docker Compose file configured from a template using parameters in the Configuration Database.
Once workflow stages have started, the Processing Block Controller monitors the health of the
containers via the Docker API. We note that this could be extended by subscribing to any of the data
queues or QA information published by the workflow, but did not explore this option in SIP. The
Processing Block Controller can then update the state of the workflow by writing information
directly to the Configuration Database, publishing events to the appropriate Processing Block Queue
or using the Celery results backend, a mechanism which returns results from a running Celery task. In
SIP we have explored all three of these options.

Figure 27: Schematic of the SIP Processing Controller and Processing Block Controller.

7.7.6 Container Orchestration Interface library
In order to run the set of Execution Engine containers (which constitute a workflow stage) using
Docker Swarm, we found it necessary to write an interface library for the Processing Block Controller
to use. This was written on top of the Docker Python API55, and in part was to work around
shortcomings in the Docker Python bindings where features of the Docker Swarm cluster CLI, which
we were using to test and run SIP workflows manually, were not exposed to the API. This library
therefore provided us with an API which can be used by the Processing Block Controller for starting,
stopping and monitoring sets of Docker Swarm Service containers using a configuration in the
Docker Compose YAML format, mirroring the docker stack deploy CLI function. This was

55

https://docker-py.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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chosen as it allows us to run workflow stage containers in exactly the same way as they can be run
manually using the Docker Swarm CLI.
For cases where workflow stage configuration required dynamic configuration (such as file system
mount points) to be resolved just before the containers are started, we developed a library for
generating Docker Compose files on-the-fly which complements our Docker Swarm API. This was
based on Jinja256 templates and parameters in the form of a Python dictionary. Parameters are
obtained from the Processing Block data object in the Configuration Database, and a predefined
Jinja2 template is stored as a string in the Configuration Database or on the filesystem known to the
Processing Block Controller. This generates the YAML configuration needed to execute the workflow
containers.

7.7.7 Alarms and Alerts Service
Introduction
The SKA Control Systems Guidelines [RD14] have a clear description of what constitutes an alarm
and are careful to a make clear distinction between TANGO alarms and SKA alarms. In essence, the
main difference is that an SKA alarm is something that requires a timely response from an operator.
The control system guidelines use the term "alert" for an alarm raised by an element level alarm
device and it is up to TM to decide if an alert should result in an SKA alarm - it is permissible for an
element level alert to be handled by TM without human intervention and not result in an SKA level
alarm. A TANGO alarm is generated when an attribute goes out of range, which may or may not
require the generation of an SKA alarm.
Unfortunately, the clear definitions of "alert" and "alarm" used by SKA are not universal, and when
looking at existing implementations they often mean something different and are even used
interchangeably. It is also not yet clear whether the SDP going into the FAULT state is supposed to
raise an SKA alarm.
The SDP to TM ICDs define a TANGO alarm device but not details, just a reference to appendix B in
the TANGO developers guidelines. The information there is minimal but, reading between the lines,
it appears that the top-level element alarms device has a set of attributes called
alarm<AlarmName> (one for each possible SKA alarm), each of which can generate an alarm
event. There are device commands for retrieving information about an alarm. The device also has
attributes that "point" to sub-element alarm devices.
SDP Alerts
What events should raise an alert? Some possibilities are (excluding outright failure of SDP for the
moment):
● Some computing resource (e.g. Buffer space, free CPUs) running low.
● An ingest pipeline detects something anomalous with its input data.
● A realtime or offline pipeline not converging (there is overlap with the QA function here).
● Hardware failures that don't cause SDP to fail because of redundancy (or will there be an
SDP operations team separate from the telescope operators to deal with this sort of thing?)
56

http://jinja.pocoo.org/docs/2.10/
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SIP Approach and Implementation
Decide on a few “exemplar” alerts e.g.
● Something related to the platform (to explore the interface between the SDP operational
system and the platform)
● Something raised by visibility ingest (e.g. loss of too many SPEAD packets)
Decide on a mechanism for communicating an alarm to the TANGO alarms device using COTS/FOSS
frameworks:
● Openstack Monasca57:
○ Part of the OpenStack ecosystem, which will likely form a important part of the
platform and instructure services for SDP.
○ Logging framework with alarms tacked on.
○ Alarms are messages in a Kafka queue so the alarm device just needs to subscribe to
the queue.
○ PROS:
■ Part of the OpenStack ecosystem
○ CONS:
■ Hard to deploy outside of an OpenStack system
■ Risks spamming platform operators with SDP alerts and vice-versa
● Prometheus58:
○ Applications publish metrics and alarms are raised on the metric’s values.
○ Alerts and published as HTTP PUT messages.
○ PROS:
■ Simpler to deploy
■ No cross-talk with platform alarms
○ CONS
■ HTTP server required to harvest the alerts which then needs to
communicate (via a database?) with the alarms TANGO device
Both frameworks have a simple to use Python interface for raising alarms.
SIP Prometheus Implementation
For SIP, a simple demonstration alerts system has been implemented using Prometheus. This is
shown in Figure 28.

57
58

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Monasca
https://prometheus.io/
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Figure 28: Schematic of the alerts and alarm system prototyped in SIP
Application API
SDP components publish metrics that are monitored by Prometheus using an API that “pushes”
values to a (one of many) “push gateway” using HTTP. Implementations of client library APIs exist for
doing this in multiple languages including Python, C/C++, Java/Scala. The Python package,
prometheus_client was used in prototyping for SIP and is installable with pip.
The following Python fragment shows how it is used
from prometheus_client import CollectorRegistry, Gauge, push_to_gateway
registry = CollectorRegistry()
gauge = Gauge('demo_alarm', 'Demo metric for raising an alarm',
registry=registry)
gauge.set(100)
push_to_gateway('pushgateway:9091', job='SIP demo', registry=registry)

Push Gateway
A Push Gateway is a Prometheus component that allows ephemeral and batch jobs to expose their
metrics to Prometheus, since these jobs do not exist long enough to be scrapped. Gateways are
effectively sidecar applications and are run alongside the client publishing metric data. The data
rates of metric generation are under control of the clients, which means that there is potential for
this to be too high if a client is misbehaving. However, the gateway is polled by Prometheus, so it
protects the rest of the system from any rogue applications.
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Prometheus
The Prometheus component is configured to scrape metrics from one or more push gateways and
generate alerts based on fairly simple value rules (e.g. a metric is greater than some specified value).
Alerts generated are sent to an alert manager.
Alert Manager
An Alert Manager receives alerts from Prometheus and applies rules to generate alarms (or alerts in
SKA speak) based on the currently active alerts. These rules can be reasonably complex and allow
things like suppressing an alarm if a higher-level alarm has been triggered, or only generating an
alarm if an alert has been active for some minimum length of time. Alarms can be routed to a variety
of places (alarm receivers) such as e-mail, SMS, Slack etc and, of interest to SDP, a WebHook Server.
This is the recommended mechanism for “user implemented” alarm receivers, and is essentially
anything that can accept an HTTP POST message.
Alarm receiver
A custom alarm receiver forms the link between the SDP alarm system and the SDP alarms TANGO
device. In the SIP prototype, the alarm receiver writes the alarm, which is a JSON formatted string,
into a Kafka queue. The TANGO alarms device is then responsible for monitoring the queue and
generating the appropriate TANGO alarms.
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7.8 Science Pipeline Workflows
7.8.1 Packages

Figure 29: Package diagram showing the test Science Pipeline Workflows developed for SIP.
Figure 29 (above) shows the Science Pipeline Workflow sub-packages developed for SIP. These are
described in Sections 7.8.2 to 7.8.5 below. The primary motivation behind developing Science
Pipeline Workflow packages in SIP was to be able to understand the requirements for configuring,
running and monitoring workflows from the Execution Control, and to investigate interfaces
between workflows and other SDP packages and components.
Science pipeline workflows make use of Execution Frameworks, Workflow Libraries and -- in SIP but
not in the SDP architecture -- the Processing Functions and Data Models libraries. The reason for
this difference in SIP was that we did not have the time or the need to wrap all the processing
functions used to construct our workflows. However, we acknowledge that in a production system,
wrapping Processing Functions as described in the architecture is a sensible approach to achieve
consistency and ease of workflow development.
For all the modules which workflows depend on, we used existing software instead of developing
our own as part of SIP. For Execution Frameworks, we experimented with using various COTS/FOSS
solutions including Dask, MPI, Apache Spark, and native Docker containers. Detailed prototyping of
Execution Frameworks was carried out by other SDP teams [RD01, RD02]. For Processing Functions
and Data Models we used a combination of the SDP ARL [RD03] and other astronomy libraries such
as astropy, casacore and OSKAR.
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7.8.2 Dask ICAL
The SDP Algorithm Reference Library (ARL) included an example imaging pipeline which used the
Dask Execution Framework to implement an iterative calibration workflow known as ICAL. This
example pipeline was developed using a Jupyter notebook, which is an excellent approach for
interactive development but is not suitable for running in an automated fashion. To adapt it to our
needs, we modified this example by removing the interactive notebook interface, developed a set of
containers for its deployment, and split out the data generation stage from the data processing.
After initial development, this was tested on the P3 Docker Swarm cluster. Shared storage, which
could be considered to emulate a data island, was attached to the Docker Containers and used to
exchange data between workers and workflow stages. It was also used to good effect to reduce the
container size by mounting ARL as an external volume, an important consideration when deploying
containerised workflows.
Another aspect of this work was to investigate how to configure the pipeline in a way that would be
able to interface with the Execution Control system. This provided input into the data model design
described in Section 7.5.6.

7.8.3 Dask DPrep B/C spectral imaging pipeline
Another workflow that was prototyped within SIP was a spectral imaging or DPrepB/C pipeline,
which has been tested using real data [further detail is provided in SDP memo 081, RD08]. This
pipeline provides a deployable and containerised SKA imaging and data processing pipeline for
spectropolarimetric radio interferometry data. This code also simultaneously demonstrates other
Platform Services and interfaces, such as Data Queues and QA aggregation. Kafka was used for the
purpose of queue prototyping, while the QA aggregator (which needs to process a continuous
stream of statistical measures that are generated from pipeline outputs) was prototyped as a Kafka
consumer, which subscribes to a QA queue topic. This SIP pipeline exhibits a working example of
task-based and data parallelism, using both Dask distributed (for task distribution across nodes) and
distributed Dask arrays (for internode communication and calculation), as examples of one plausible
EF. Critically, this represents a full working instance of a pipeline spanning key parts of the
architecture.

7.8.4 Visibility receive & ingest
Visibility ingest is an example of a real-time science pipeline workflow. The primary functions of the
visibility ingest pipeline are to receive and buffer correlated visibility data streams produced by CSP
for further processing within SDP. Full details of the pre-processing stages that must be performed
by the ingest pipeline are given in SDP Memo 6 [RD15]. For SIP, we focussed our efforts on the
receive part of ingest, since the ability to receive data in real time is critical for the rest of SDP to
function correctly.
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The ICD for SDP and CSP [RD06, RD07] specifies that SPEAD streams59 [RD16] will transport visibility
data using UDP, and that the spead260 implementation61 will be used to receive the data on the SDP
side.
Each SPEAD stream is split into multiple heaps which are sent in series (i.e. across time) using
multiple UDP packets, and the ICD describes the heap format: Each SPEAD heap contains visibilities
for all baselines for a single frequency channel and a single correlator data dump. This means each
receiver node will need to handle multiple concurrent streams to receive data over a range of
frequency channels.
We can calculate the expected number of streams that each node must receive to fully utilise its
available network bandwidth. Using the SKA1-LOW ICD as an example, and assuming data for 4
polarisations, each visibility sample requires 2 + 4*8 = 34 bytes. With 512 stations, the heap size
(including autocorrelations) is therefore 4.26 MiB, not including headers. By default, the SPEAD
protocol sends data only when necessary, meaning that items in the heap which do not change are
not unnecessarily re-transmitted in subsequent heaps. If CSP integrates data for 0.6 seconds then
each stream transports only about 7.1 MiB/s. To saturate the bandwidth of a single 25 GbE link (e.g.
the Bulk Data Network on P3-ALaSKA) would therefore require about 420 SPEAD streams per node.
As a side note, assuming full efficiency and perfect scaling at this network speed, we estimate that
SDP would require a minimum of ~160 nodes dedicated purely to receiving data on this cadence
using the full bandwidth of 65536 frequency channels. We envisage that the container orchestration
service will be used to good effect by SDP Execution Control to deploy ingest processes across nodes.
The high-level view of visibility ingest is sketched in Figure 30, below.
Before we can receive data, however, we need something to send, so the first task was to write a
sender that the receiver could connect to.
Visibility Sender
The main challenge for the sender was to understand how to use asynchronous62 functions with
threads in Python. The intention here was to allow concurrent filling and sending of data buffers so
that tests would not be limited by the performance of the sender: worker threads can be used to fill
a buffer containing data for all channels for a given time index, while simultaneously using
asynchronous I/O in the main thread to send visibilities over multiple streams/channels from a
shadow buffer containing data for the previous time index. (The worker threads may use a Python
library that releases the global interpreter lock to allow them to run concurrently.) The difficulty
arises because worker threads need to make blocking function calls to fill their portion of the data
buffer, while also interacting with the event loop in the main thread. It is not possible to await the
return of an asynchronous function from anything that is not a coroutine, which means it is very
hard to inject an asynchronous send into the event loop from worker threads that start in a normal
subroutine. To work around this, we use a single top-level event loop and Python's
59
60
61
62

https://casper.berkeley.edu/wiki/SPEAD
https://github.com/ska-sa/spead2

https://spead2.readthedocs.io
https://docs.python.org/3.6/library/asyncio.html
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ThreadPoolExecutor to start worker threads using the main event loop's asynchronous
run_in_executor() method. This allows us to generate Python "Futures" both for all the
asynchronous send operations (using the async_send_heap() method in the spead2 library) as well
as all the blocking tasks in worker threads, and yield control to the event loop by waiting on the
futures before switching pointers to the buffers and moving to the next time index.

Figure 30: High-level view of visibility ingest. Each network link (red arrow) supports multiple SPEAD
streams (white arrows).
Visibility Receiver
Multiple asynchronous SPEAD streams can be handled by each ingest process. Each process buffers a
specified number of SPEAD heaps from each stream in memory, and then writes the buffered data to
persistent storage. The receive stage is loosely coupled to the rest of the workflow: subsequent
stages are run asynchronously in a separate thread to allow data to be received continuously, at the
same time as SPEAD heaps for the previous data chunk are unpacked into the memory buffer and
written out to storage. This is indicated in Figure 31 (below). Extracting data from each SPEAD heap
into the memory buffer was initially surprisingly slow, but performance was improved by at least a
factor of 2 by explicitly clearing the buffer after allocation, and not subsequently re-allocating it memory does not seem to be actually allocated until it is accessed. While asynchronous I/O
operations are supported natively in Python 3, it may be possible to improve performance further by
overlapping subsequent processing stages. It remains to be seen whether this can be done
in-process without making use of C extensions because of serialisation caused by Python's global
interpreter lock.
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Figure 31: Schematic showing activity within one ingest process.
Performance notes
The large number of SPEAD streams required on each ingest node may mean that considerable
system overheads are incurred. Each stream has its own network socket, which the operating system
backs by a memory buffer; the spead2 library suggests using a buffer size of 16 MiB per socket. Each
stream must also be serviced by a worker thread to handle incoming packets. The spead2
documentation makes some suggestions on the optimal use of threads:
●

●

●

“For a small number of streams (up to about the number of CPU cores), it is best to have one
single-threaded thread pool per stream. This gives better cache affinity than a shared thread
pool.
“For a large number of lower-bandwidth streams, use a shared thread pool with multiple
threads. The number of threads should be chosen based on the number of CPU cores that
you can dedicate to packet handling rather than other tasks in your application.
“A single stream cannot be processed by multiple threads at the same time, so there is never
any benefit (and often detriment) to have more threads in a thread pool than there are
streams serviced by that thread pool.

Tests indicated that using a shared thread pool containing less than one thread per stream was
slower than using one thread per stream, even with a small number of streams running at relatively
low data rates.
Missing data packets
Section 5.1.1.5.1 of the SKA1-LOW ICD states: “SPEAD can handle broken or missing data packets but
has no mechanism to request re-sending missing data.” [RD06]. A receiver can be configured either
to drop incomplete SPEAD heaps automatically, or return them as incomplete heap objects. The data
in an incomplete heap is fragmented (it is not contiguous), but it can be inspected to determine the
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contiguous ranges of payload that were received. This allows valid parts of the payload to be
retrieved if required.
With spead2, this can be done by setting the option 'contiguous_only' to 'false' when constructing
the receive stream. As well as Heap objects, this will allow the stream to yield instances of
IncompleteHeap if parts of a heap are lost. The payload_ranges property of IncompleteHeap can
then be used to return a list of ranges within the heap which were received successfully, so these
can be extracted.
Recovery from receiver failure
Section 5.1.1.5.2 of the SKA1-LOW CSP-SDP ICD states: "When a SDP receive node fails, the receive
process is assigned to a spare node together with the IP address and port to allow the data to be
routed to the new node. Data is lost during the time from detecting the failure to starting the receive
process on the spare node." [RD06]
Because the SPEAD protocol typically only sends data when items in a heap -- and crucially, the item
descriptors -- are updated, we were initially concerned that recovering from this failure would only
be possible if the sender node was also re-started after the new receiver has been assigned and has
signalled that it is ready and waiting to receive. If the item descriptors are lost, the receiver will be
unable to interpret any of the subsequent heaps in the stream. This was very apparent during
testing, since if the sender was started before the receiver was ready, none of the data in the stream
could be received successfully. The apparent critical need to receive the first heap intact was a cause
of concern regarding use of the SPEAD protocol.
However, our concerns here turned out to be unfounded. The SPEAD protocol document states that
"ItemDescriptor updates can be issued at any time, including during a data stream. Such re-issuances
are encouraged, so that if a receiver were to fail or lose state, it can recover and continue processing
incoming data." By default, however, spead2 senders do not do this, which is why we observed
fragile behaviour if the first heap was dropped. The sender must be configured to re-send the item
descriptors. With spead2 this is possible by setting the descriptors='all' parameter on
spead2.send.ItemGroup.get_heap(), or by setting the descriptor_frequency
parameter in the ItemGroup constructor. We note that the CSP systems which will eventually
send data to SDP using the SPEAD protocol should also regularly re-send item descriptors so that
recovery from receiver failure, as envisaged in the ICD, should be possible.

7.8.5 Other test pipelines
While visibility ingest (and PSS Receive) ran natively using Docker containers, and while both the
ICAL and DPrep B/C spectral imaging pipeline prototypes made use of Dask, we also wrote two
further test pipelines so that we did not rely exclusively on just one execution framework. It is
possible that multiple execution frameworks may be used for different stages within an SDP science
pipeline workflow, so it is valuable to check that the SIP implementation of the SDP architecture
allows for this.
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The execution frameworks chosen for these tests were Apache Spark63, using the PySpark Python
bindings, and the Message Passing Interface (MPI), also with Python bindings using mpi4py64.
Choosing these frameworks allowed us to compare our experience of writing a pipeline both using
the modern Spark framework and the more traditional MPI framework usually found on
High-Performance Computing clusters, while also staying within the Python environment for ease of
development.
When considering the functionality to implement for these pipelines, we aimed to build a simple
working example that exercised the basic capabilities of the execution frameworks beyond the
simplest possible "hello world" test. We therefore required each pipeline to be able to run on
multiple compute nodes, and also to exchange a non-trivial amount of data between the nodes.
To meet these requirements, the test pipelines perform the same simple task of making a dirty
(un-deconvolved) image from raw visibility data. However, to make the test more relevant, the
visibility data is split up and gridded in parallel across the compute nodes, and then combined at the
end of the pipeline. If using uniform weighting, an additional gridding stage for the visibility weights
is performed prior to gridding the visibility data, and the weights grids from each node must then be
combined and re-distributed. The execution engine owns the memory used for the grids and also
manages all network communications between compute nodes.
The structure of both test pipelines is sketched in Figure 32 (below). The test pipelines make dirty
image(s) from all Measurement Sets in a specified directory: they provide the option to make a
separate image from each Measurement Set, or to combine the visibility data from all of them into
one image. In the latter case, the visibility grids from each node are combined into a single grid, and
the image is then finalised by the driver program (for Spark) or by rank 0 (for MPI).

63
64

https://spark.apache.org/
https://mpi4py.readthedocs.io/
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Figure 32: Schematic showing stages and data movement for the dirty image test pipelines
implemented using the PySpark and mpi4py execution frameworks. Visibility data are split for
processing in parallel across the nodes. Visibility grids and weights grids are managed by the
execution framework. Weights grids are coloured red; visibility grids are coloured green; the reduced
(summed) grids are shown smaller.
To test how easy it was for both frameworks to interact with Python modules written as C
extensions, the pipelines were written using the Python bindings both to the C gridding functions in
OSKAR65, the C++ Measurement Set routines in casacore66, and using astropy67 to write out the FITS
image files. Fortunately for both frameworks, this was not a problem at all - as with any Python
script, the only requirement was to ensure that all Python module dependencies are available on the
worker nodes.
These pipelines can be launched on Spark and MPI clusters by issuing the the command:
spark-submit example_spark_imager.py <settings_file.json> <dir> [partitions]

for Spark, and for MPI:
mpiexec -n <np> python example_mpi_imager.py <settings_file.json> <dir>

Measurement Sets are processed in a round-robin fashion on worker nodes, so both pipelines
required there to be enough input Measurement Sets to parallelize the work effectively. For
https://github.com/OxfordSKA/OSKAR
https://github.com/casacore/casacore
67
http://www.astropy.org/
65
66
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example, as indicated in the sketch, each Measurement Set could contain data for a different
frequency channel. The pipelines currently assume that all nodes access input data using a
cross-mounted shared filesystem, although this need not be the case: indeed, both pipelines could
be made even simpler if they were modified to read all data found on a mount point local to each
node. The only requirement was for the visibility data to be pre-staged and split up so that each
node could read data independently.
Spark uses a concept called the Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) to keep track of data across
cluster nodes. Although convenient to work with, excessive use of RDDs can come at a cost, as they
may hide a lot of extra overheads in memory usage, data communication and buffering to local
storage. To make the Spark pipeline as efficient as possible, input visibility datasets were not placed
in RDDs, as this was not necessary. Instead, the initial RDD contained only the names of the input
data files. Gridded visibilities (or weights) were then reduced using a new RDD. If uniform weighting
was selected, the reduced weights grid was sent to cluster nodes using a Spark Broadcast variable,
before using it to make a second pass of the data for the actual gridding.
In contrast, all communications with MPI are explicit, so although MPI can be a bit less convenient to
work with, it does allow for much more control over precisely what happens when. MPI also has
some efficient high-level API functions that Spark lacks, such as All-reduce, which uses data from all
workers to perform an operation and simultaneously ensure that all workers receive a copy of the
result. The test pipelines use this concept to reduce and then re-distribute the weights grids, if using
uniform weighting. In Spark, this needed to be done as a Reduce followed by a Broadcast, while the
MPI version which uses All-reduce can be implemented very efficiently behind the scenes using a
tree communication pattern.
In terms of lines of code, both test pipelines are quite short, and they ended up looking rather
similar overall. The Spark version was about 300 lines of Python, while the MPI version was
(surprisingly) about 50 lines shorter. (We note that pipelines used to implement SKA-like workflows
are likely to be considerably longer and more complicated.)
The MPI version did run considerably faster, though. The amount of raw computation performed by
both pipelines was very small, so most of the runtime would have been taken up by reading data and
moving memory around. PySpark has a large start-up overhead and, as noted in the Dask
documentation, incurs performance penalties because of extra serialisation required to get data into
the JVM:
● "Spark workers spin up JVMs which in turn spin up Python processes. Data moving back and
forth makes extra trips both through a distributed cluster and also through extra serialization
layers (see py4j) and computation layers."
To summarise, we found that the MPI version of the pipeline was superior in terms of performance,
and neither was it difficult to develop. However, we should also note that MPI does not provide built
in resilience like Dask or Spark, and that the authors did have prior experience of using MPI.
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8 Testing and running SIP code on P3
8.1 Introduction
A large motivating factor behind the use of containers to develop SIP is that they provide a great
deal of flexibility for where the code could be run and tested. Despite this, having access to a sizable
(~30 node) distributed bare-metal OpenStack cluster, the SDP Performance Prototype Platform (P3),
has been extremely helpful to the SIP effort.
This was particularly important in developing workflows, where it proved immensely valuable to be
able to develop code in a clean sandboxed environment consisting of multiple physical nodes,
something not possible on personal development machines. This allowed us to test the pipelines in
various ways flexibly and without limitations (since developers have full access to configure nodes to
their exact specifications) before eventually considering how they could be deployed as a set of
containers run by Execution Control components.
While eventually moving all our code towards the use of containers, and the shared Docker Swarm
environment on P3, we also put considerable effort into experiments which used Ansible68 playbooks
and roles to deploy and run SIP code.
When testing code in a distributed environment, logging and monitoring of containers becomes an
important requirement for analysis and debugging. Early in SIP, we had implemented our own
logging solution using a custom extension to Python logging using ZeroMQ69 to transmit JSON log
messages to a custom logging aggregator. Once the P3 platform was set up however, we moved
away from this in favour of a more standard solution, described in [RD04], which uses a combination
of OpenStack Monasca, ElasticSearch, Prometheus, Kibana, and Grafana for capturing logging and
metrics. To ship logs into this system we use standard Python logging directed to stdout, captured by
Fluentd70 as JSON logs, which it ships to Monasca. While this approach has been successful for
testing the SIP code, we note that other solutions such as Elastic Beats71 have also been explored on
P3, and these potentially offer better scaling and performance.
Overall, the use of P3 has allowed us to test the main components of SIP successfully, not just on our
development machines, but also in a more realistic distributed production-like environment. The use
of P3 has also allowed us to perform a limited amount of horizontal scaling and performance testing.
While we had planned to do more of this towards the end of SIP, unfortunately we ran out of time to
do as much testing as we would have liked. Despite that we managed to test to varying degrees our
service components, our Dask, MPI and Spark processing workflows and also aspects of the
performance of the visibility ingest workflow. While many of the tests we performed could have
been run on pretty much any system configured to provide a Docker Swarm cluster, the bare-metal
cloud sandboxed environment that P3 provided offered a unique controlled environment for our
tests. A good example of this is the testing of SDP Bulk Data Network performance, associated with
the visibility ingest pipeline, described in Section 8.2 below.
https://www.ansible.com/
http://zeromq.org/
70
https://www.fluentd.org/
71
https://www.elastic.co/products/beats
68
69
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8.2 Using the 25 GbE Bulk Data Network with containers
Initial testing of the visibility sender and receiver on P3-ALaSKA showed that the bandwidth
achievable by a single SPEAD stream was only a few hundred MB/s using the 25 Gb/s Bulk Data
Network (BDN). Increasing the maximum UDP packet size used by spead2 from 1472 to 9172 bytes
roughly doubled the measured bandwidth, but this was still less than 1 GB/s, and substantially
slower than the maximum line rate of ~3.1 GB/s.
Although it usually uses UDP as its underlying transport mechanism, the SPEAD protocol is relatively
complex in comparison to using raw UDP frames. In order to determine the utilisation efficiency of
an individual SPEAD stream relative to the supported link speed, we used the iperf2 tool72 to obtain a
benchmark of the UDP performance on the Bulk Data Network. These tests were done by running
iperf2 inside a Docker container on the Swarm cluster, so that any overheads introduced by Docker
would also be included in the measurements.
The first results from our tests with iperf2 were surprising. The orange line in the top panel of Figure
33 shows the measured UDP bandwidth as a function of the UDP datagram (packet) size. Even using
the largest possible 64 kiB datagrams, the maximum bandwidth reported by iperf2 in Docker was
only ~1.4 GB/s. Further investigation revealed that the network on the Docker Swarm cluster was
using the default Maximum Transmission Unit73 (MTU) size of 1500 bytes. After changing this to 9000
bytes, the maximum supported by the hardware, the tests were re-run and the results are indicated
using the purple line in the top panel of Figure 33. With a MTU of 9000 bytes and a UDP datagram
size of between 16 kiB and 64 kiB, a single UDP stream was able to use 98% of the available link
bandwidth.

72
73

https://iperf.fr/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_transmission_unit
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Figure 33: Measured bandwidth per UDP stream (generated using iperf2), comparing MTU sizes of
1500 and 9000 bytes as a function of UDP datagram size.

Figure 34: Number of TCP streams required to achieve measured throughput of one 25 GbE network
connection.
At the same time as changing the MTU size on the Swarm nodes, we thought to check whether it
would be easier to achieve higher bandwidths using TCP instead of UDP. Unlike UDP, TCP guarantees
that data will be received, while UDP is connectionless and potentially lossy; nevertheless, our tests
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using iperf2 showed that the number of lost packets was small, of order 0.001%. (We acknowledge
that UDP is specified in the SDP-CSP ICD, but the work presented in SDP Memo 46 [RD17] also
investigated using SPEAD over TCP, and as of spead2 version 1.9, TCP is also available as a transport
protocol.) Our results using TCP with iperf2 running in a Docker container are summarised in Figure
34, which shows the measured throughput as a function of both TCP frame size and number of TCP
streams. As expected, the utilisation generally increased in proportion to the window size, but a
single TCP connection was not able to fully utilise the link even when using a 1 MiB window size;
however, we were able to saturate the network with 8 simultaneous TCP connections, each using a
window size of 32 kiB. A significant disadvantage was that the system CPU usage was notably higher
when using TCP. Figure 35 and Figure 36 compare the overheads measured when using UDP and
TCP, respectively: The CPU overhead for a single UDP stream which saturated the network was
generally less than 2%, while for the 8 TCP streams the overhead was in excess of 8%. So although
we were eventually able to use both protocols to achieve the target line rate, UDP incurred
substantially less CPU overhead than TCP. We should add that we do not envisage TCP being used as
the protocol to transport data from CSP because of the complexities of using it with FPGAs and other
embedded hardware.

Figure 35: Measured CPU usage per UDP stream (generated using iperf2), comparing MTU sizes of
1500 and 9000 bytes as a function of UDP datagram size.
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Figure 36: Measured CPU usage as a function of number of TCP streams and TCP window size.
By running iperf2 inside containers on the Docker Swarm cluster, our tests of the data rates
achievable using the Bulk Data Network on P3-ALaSKA have given us a solid understanding of the
capabilities of the system, and a great platform on which to build for further tests. We intend to
repeat the initial tests using our own SPEAD sender and receiver scripts running with Docker Swarm,
using multiple SPEAD streams per container and multiple containers running on multiple nodes, to
see how the system performs. It is worth noting that the maximum UDP packet size supported by
the spead2 library is 9172 bytes, as larger values caused data to be lost. However, since we are using
jumbo frames with a MTU size of 9000 bytes, we should probably not use UDP packets larger than
8972 bytes to ensure that each packet fits into a single frame, as 28 bytes will be taken up by the
UDP and IP headers.

8.3 Using the Ceph and Gluster storage systems with containers
The P3-ALaSKA system allows us to experiment with using different storage technologies. A
hyper-converged system is where storage and compute resources are combined into a physical unit,
which is then replicated to make a cluster, while a disaggregated system separates storage and
compute resources. Both systems rely on a high-speed network to link their components, and both
systems have their advantages and disadvantages. On P3-ALaSKA, the Ceph appliance provides
around 180 TB of raw capacity, and is an example of a disaggregated system; in contrast, the smaller
SSDs local to each node can be used to represent a hyper-converged system using e.g. GlusterFS.
The storage provided by both Ceph and Gluster can be accessed from a container using the mount
points they expose. These mount points can be bound to a container when it is launched, for
example:
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docker run --mount "type=bind,src=/mnt/ceph,dst=/mnt/ceph" <args...>

Buffered data held in memory can be written out to persistent storage as part of the prototype
ingest workflow script. Tests showed that the write performance using Python’s native serialisation
method (pickle) was substantially slower than that supported by either the Ceph or Gluster storage
systems on P3-ALaSKA, even using pickle protocol 4, which is optimised for large data sizes.
Bandwidth to storage improved significantly using the numpy.save() method instead of using binary
pickles. Initial tests with numpy.save() showed write speeds of around 490 MB/s on Gluster (to a
single SSD) and bursts of up to 2.3 GB/s using buffered Ceph. The performance of Ceph could not be
sustained at that level, however, since it was observed to occasionally drop to about 60 MB/s.
Further tests suggested a more sustainable write speed around 1 GB/s using the P3 Ceph appliance.
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